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1. THE BACKGROUND OF THIS REPORT

According to Katz, Blum ler and Gurevitch (1973) the beginning

of the so-called "uses and gratifications" research goes back to

that of empirital mass communication research. Such studies were

wel2.1. represented in the Lazarsfpld-Stanton collections published

in .1940 1110 1944 and 1949. After theses however, activity in this

research area grew rather slowly and was, at least in proportional

terms, depressed by other .areas, for instance that of the effects

of mass media. Only the last years have witnessed something of a

revival of direct empirical investigations of audience uses and

gratifications. And this has happened not only in the United States

but also in other western countries1 .

ID Finnish mass communication research the inquiry into the

audience's images regarding the functions of mass media was -already
to

included in the first large -scale audience survey financed by the

Finni.sh Broadcasting Company. This was conducted in 1965. The ideas

on which the study of function-images was based in, this survey orig-

inated from the Steiner 's book (1963). After that for a few years

questions concerning these images were asked in nearly all inter-

views aimed to map out the audience'§ mass media use habits. This

kind of data collection as well as a more detailed inquiry into

this research arca were, however, discontinued after some years,

because the problem of uses and gratifications was no longer held

important .

1
An example of this was the Conference of Uses and Gratifications
Studies,Aeld in Stockholm. in October 1973.. This Conference has
also inspired the present .2eport, although I did not participate
in it.
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The different Finnish data concerning the audience's function-
images of the mass media have not yet been totally utilized. Some
of the main results in these studies have been reported in Finnish
(Littunen and Piet ila 1967; Nordenstreng 1969b; Piet ila 1969b and
1970b). Some studies touching this research have also been published
in English (Nordenstreng 1969c; Pietila 1969a, 1970a and 1971).

Our purpose here is to utilize some part of the data mentioned
in order to present a more general picture of the Finnish Judience
usesarid dratifi6ations. The scope of this report is, however,
rather limited, but it has been planned as ;the first report in
series of three to four dealing with this question. Here we are

5.,vestivating first, whether or not the single Stratifications
associated with the use of different mass media form some gratifica-
tiou_dimensions more basic in their nature. If such dimensions can

be observed our second task is to explore in what way these dimensions
are related to the actual mass media content choices of the audience.,

In order to make our research problem more precise we must clarify .
somewhat the way of thinking characteristic of uses and gratifications
studies. Th

r ee basic paradigm behindthese .studies can perhaps b
described in the following way (K. Pietila 1973):

1. We have an individual with various needs, trying actively to
sat isfy them.

41.

2. One possibility for this need satisfaction is offeritd by
mass media.

3. Selection of mass media contents according to need arousal
and consumption of theni takes place.

4. As a result of this activity the needd are satisfied and the
'tensions 'reduced - until'the needs make themselves felt againand a second, r'otind begins.

In the uses and ratificationions studies the bahic phenomenon to
be studied in the context of masa media use and consumption of
their content is composed' of the human' needs. This point of departure
is well reflected in the following description of these studies
(Katz, Blumler.and Gurevitch 1973, 7): 5 O
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Some of theze 'investigations begin by specifying needs and then
attempt 'to trace the extent to which they are gratified by the
media or by other sources.' Others take observed gratIfications
az; a starting-point and attempt to reconstruct the peeds which
are being gratified. Yet others focus on the social origins of
audience expectations and gratifications.
This point of departure can`be evaluated from severoal points of

view, We may first ask what is the purpose of such uses and gratifi-
cations studies. For instance Emmett (1968) has suggested that mass

I media institutions should aim to maximise the gratifications that
the( audience, in all its variety, derives from the services offeredo.
In the light of this suggestionOle purpose and necessity of uses

and gratifications studies seem to be clear. 'The Emmett suggestion
has, however, been criticised on the basis that .it for instance
emphasizes individual needs, not taking into account the more general
deeds of the whole of society (Nordenstreng 1970; cf. also Norden-
streng 1973, 8 )

Although we may accept that lone of the important goals for mass
media functioning is to increase the satisfaction their content
gives to people, another question is whether or not this sat-isfac-
tion is most fruitfully described in terms of need satisfaction.
This remark issues frbm- the vague nature of the concept.of need.

Even the staunchest defendors of uses and gratifications studies
. admit that the definition of need or needs and their measurement

have been far from satisfactory (see. e.g. Katz, Blumler and
Gurevitch 973, 23-24 and 26-28).

The vagueness of this concept is well reflected for instance in
t-hq fact that suggestions for the most suitable typology or frame-
work of needs. vary consid erably between different researchers (see

Katz, Blumler And Gurevitch 1973, 12-14; cf. also Lundberg and

Hulten 1968, 53-54): Consequently it is not surprising thaw the
theoretical and empirical Work regarding the relationships between
differelvt contents and needs gratified by them has not advanced

6
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very far. telsO the methods designed to tag they different needs or
.gr.lt ificat ions obtained from the. media for these needs vary. from

relatively simple and straightfor*ard- techniques 'to more indirect
ways (see Katz, Blumlerand eurevitch 1973, 26),

In this situation there are two possible modes of approaVing
the problem: Either the concept of need must be so far refined that
it will have explanatory power or some new angle must be found. The
purpose of this report, however', is neither. Because we here present
-results of data collected several year.s ago, we are bound to the .

rather unsophisticated thinking that at that time guided our data,
collection. The above critical remarks are presented in order to
provide a- basis for evaluation of the results reported here.

. ,Let us now take a closer look at the concept of gratificatiOn.
'In the context, of need-satisfactiontheory this concept denotes the
effect that the content of mass media may have on the receiver. In
other words, some content may or, may not gratify some special need

of'the receiver. In this respect the conceptual relationship between
needs and gratifigations seems to be quite simple. But actually by
reason of the twofold nature of the concept of need it is not so.

On the one hand needs can be conceived as motives leading to

contacts with object s thought to satisfy them. fn 'this case the
contact behaviour of an individual is understood in terms of his
needs. On the other hand needs can be conceived as phenomena which,

are gratified by pontacts with objects. In this case the need
satisfaction of an individual is understood on the'basis of his
contact be7faviour. Now it is important to note that from the needs
gratified by some object we cannot draw direct conclusions as to
those needs which caused the contact with that object.

The above reasoning indicates two different approaches in uses
and gratifications studies. Either we cantry to describe or
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explain the content choices of receivers in terms of their needs

or describe of explain their needs satisfaction in terms of the
mass media content' they have neceived. fThe concept of gratification

is useful primarily .in the latter case. This depends on the relation-
ship bsetweennteds and gratifications, which -is of the nature de-
scribed above, namely that from the gratifications afforded by a
given content we cannot directly conclude what needs caused t'he
selection of that content.

es-

The two approaches can, of course, 'be united in' research for
instal-1C% by first mapping out the motivational situation of individ-
uals, then observing their media behaviour and lastly suryeying
the gratifications they have obtained fromsit. At theprefical level
they are united by the concept of learning. That is, if people
while using the media learn what kind of centerVgratifies what
kind of needs, then the motives leading to selection of certain
content can be understood in terms of gratifications gained fro%
it. Another question is whether such learning takes really place
and whether actual behaviour is determined by such pheomena. When,

however, these thoughts are taken into account, the second sentence
in the paradigm presented above is turned into the following: He
has learned that a certain content in mass media is able to satisfy

these needs.
This concept of learning is fruitful for other reasons, too.

Namely if an individual learns that a given kind of content is able
to gratify a given need, he is at the same time forming an ,image

V
concerning the function of that kind of content from the point of
view of his need satisfaction.. On the basis of such function-
images of contents he may alsoform images concerning the functional
roles of different media as a whole.

8



On the other hand it is'clear that such learning does not take

place solely on the grounds of personal experiences. Most probably

it is also.affected by the cultural .standards and values prevailing

in the environment where the individual lives. In fact the images

assigned to different kinds of content or to-different media by.

cultural standards c affect tie image-formation of an individual

more than his personal thcperiences. And what is more, the needs

to be satisfied by mass media, content may be produced to a great

.extent by -these cultural standards.

This preceding reasoning is important from the point of view

of they measurement of gratifications. One of the simple techniques

is the following (cf. Lundberg and Hultgn 1968, 200-201). We first

form a set of statements dealing with put,poses for which a certain

kind of content or a medium as a whole can be used. These statements

are presented to respondents and their task is to rate which of

them describe 'their consumption of the content or their use of

the medium in question. They can also rate by a numerical scale

how adequately each of.them describe it, by assigning a high score

to those purpose-statements describing it well and a low score to

those describing it baaly.

On the basis of such ratings .we then conclude that the content

*." e

or medium in question gratifies be t those purposes obtaining on

the average high scores. We are, urther, apt to conclude tha"t the

functional role of that content or medium is to gratify just,.these

purpose4. But because the outside pres,sure of cultural standards
: . ..,

may affect people's image-formation, a diffiJult question arises.

Does the content- or medium in question really gratify those purposes

receiving a: high median score value, or does this: result simply

reflect a culturally determined conception as to the nature of

that content or medium? In the latter case the use of the word

gratification would be.quit.e misleading. q.
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There is another difficulty, too. As Augedai (1973, cf. also
Lundberg and dultgn 1968, 69-7.0) has pointed out, cultural standards

!

may also have an effect on the acceptability of different purpose-.

statements. In other wordil some purposes have a higher prestige
than others in tile context of a prevailing culture. For instance
the purpose of raising one's generavi knowledge is surely held in
greater esteem than that of getting away ,from daily worries. If a

respondent 's react ions ,to the purpose-statements'are determined

by such prestige factors, the answers cannot describe gratifications
obtained from the content or medium in a very truthful way.-

These are difficult questions indeed. But they are not the only
ones.- We have previously argued that on the basis of gratifications
gained, from a given content we cannot directly assume the needs

which have caused the selection of it. Despite this we can say
that this content may gratify some needs. But what is now the
relationship between a g Aien purpose-statement or gratificat ion'
and a need? That is, can we derive from a given purpose-statement
directly t/he.need 15iing behind it or not? Katz, Blumler and
Gurevitch (1973, 14) have set forth some suggestions as to what
kinds *of gratificat ions correspond. to what kinds of needs, but

these remain at the level of speculation. They have only face
validity.

If the needs behind differts.nt gratifications cannot be derived
directly, are thdre some indirect ways? If we for instance observe
t hat some purpas.e..-st.s±itment s ha_tiJaep-ta-ually similar content

form empirically one single dimension, ,this result ay be understodd
and interpreted in terms of some"underlying need which is reflected
by these ptirpose-statementS. But this is also a co.nclusion having
only face validity, because the appearance of the dimension may
depend on totally other factors than needs. Thus, owing to the 10



vagueness ofq'the need concept and theory, there is no generally

acceptable way to demonstrate what needs underlie different grati-

fications.

We drew a distinction above between two approaches possible in

uses and gratifications studies. Gk thesethe latter has had a

clear dominating position. as can be seen from studies quoted in

'Lundberg's and Hultenis book (1968, 197-381) as we4.1 as from the

description of those jtudies by .Kat z , Blumler and Gurevitch .c it ed

previously (see page 3). The researchers have thus mainly been

interested in descr ipt ion of what purposes of the audience are

gratified by different content or media or for what purposes they

are used. Perhaps it should be emphasized that most of these

studies have been descriptions of people's function-images rather

than real attempts at explanation ofthetir need satisfaction by

their content or media choices.

The former approach, the description or explanation of'the

_audience's media ''and content choices in terms of their needs, has

not, as far as I know; advanced to any ext ent wort h mentioning.

There are of course difficulties connected with this kind of

approach. Some could, however, be overcome by using experimental

methods in need arousal. After that mass media behaviour of
41.

experimental and control groups could be investigated and compa-
,

red. If it is frequently observed that the arousal of a certain

need leads to higher use of a certain medium on consumption of a

certain content than the non -- arousal of its we could conclude that

the need in question causes that kind of mass media behaviour.

These viewpoints will perhaps suffice to form a background for

the results on the following pages. In the terms used above- we ar

!r4 ire trying to do cribs the structure, of people's function-images

nd the way mass media as as other, similar institutions 11
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are w,.:ighted according to them., Our second purpose in this report

differs somewhat from"the usual, description of people's function-

images. We are measly investigating whether or not ireopis siding
a

a given medium for, given purposes select a 4fferent kind of
. . )

_cant4nt _from it than --peo-ple using it- for other purposes. Ws are

thus tryidg to describe how different 'gratifications, obtained

from media are related to the kinds df content consumed frOm therp.

Some hypotheses regarding these relationships will be presented
4r

after.examinat ion of the structure of function-images in the

foliowing chapter.

In the previous pages.we emphasized that the formation of people's

function-images concerning mass media may depend only part ially

on' their personal mass media experiences. Among other factors

the cultural pressure prevailing irl the environment may affect this

formation. If this is true, people belonging to different 'Subculture:

may develop funct i4n- images d ifferin,,, from each othik. One phenom-
.

enon contributing; to subcultural differences between people is the

level,of their education. Consequently the third aim in this report

is to investigat.e the way edudation is related on the one hand to

the kinds of gratifications obtained from me-11.a and on the other

to the kinds of content consumed from them.

12
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2. THE 'STRUCTURE OF GRATIFICATIONS

The operat ional measurement of grat if icat ions assoc iated with '

.mass media use is based on the assumption that "people are sUffi-
cien'tly self-aware to be able to report their interests and motives
in particular cases or at least to recognize them when confronted
with them in an intelligible and familiar verbal formulation"
(McQuail, Blumler and 'Brown 1972, 143; cf. also Katz, Blumler, .and
Gurevith 1973, 10). As we emphasized in the previous section it
cannot be taken for granted, however, that reported gratifications
correspond to real gratifications obtained from some content or
med ium.

Our p6int of departure here is that reported gratifications
associated with the use of a given medium reflect the function-

..1(Images people have concerning this medium. So far as 'these function -.
images 1..e based on personal need - satisfaction experiences they 'will
ref.Lect real gratifications. But there is in this report no way to
show 'how far the function-images are so based. Therefore it would

.perhaPs be better.....t.o speak only of function-image instead of .-...

'C'grat if icat ion. But since the lattel\term its very commonly used we
will not reject it but use both words to denote the reported
grat if icat ions.

By th'e structure of function-images we mean the relationship
between different single gratifications. We expect that gratifi-
cations similar in their type and content will 'tend to form clus-
ters of their own. If sueb clusters are found, then obviously ther.e
is behind the different single gratiftations some gratification
or function-image dimensions more basici in natur-e--;--The present 13
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report will :.not however , offer any hypotheses as to the natt're

and content of such dimensions.

,.

In tke previous section we presented a way commonly used in

gratificatiorimea_surement. When gratifications are measured by

purpose-statements in the way described,Thowever, two t ,hings should.

be kept separate from each othei. The one is peopl'e's conception

of the intensity or saliency of the different purposes or goals
.

for them, the oth_:r is their conception of the instrumentality

of media in fulfilling these goals (see Lundberg and Hultgn 1968,

56-62), We did not, however, keep them separate, which causes some

trouble. in -interpretation of the results.

As Lundberg and Hultgn (1969, 74-88). point Out, there are several

possib -modes of selection and formation Of pvpose-statements

fo the study. The best way naturally isto derive themon the

basis of some relevant theories or frames of reference on the one

hand, and on the basis of open-formed pilot studies on the other.

In the first of the forthcoming,studies the purpose-statements were,

however, formed on the basis of a previous study madeitn the United

States. In other studies to be descr ibed.here the formation of

them is based more on theoretical viewpoints.

In our inquiry into people's function-images of mass media the

media studie4 were newspapers; television and radio. In exploring

;,/he possible dimensions of gratifications or function-images we

are not, however, restricted solely to gratifications associated

with mass media use. For the pUrposes of comparison also the

structure of gratifications associated with the use of libraries

and with participation inn adult education will be examined.

14



2.1. 'Dimensions of gratifications associated witht mass media use
4

The data for this inquiry were collected in summer 1967 in

connection with a readership study of a, newspaper published in

o a south-eastern town in Finland. The date were collected by mailed

questionnaires, to which a total of 303 persons answered. This

number was only 33 per cent of the total original- sample.

Out of the i-ric-TarTpose7statements used in this study eight

were formed on the basis of statements used by McLeod, Ward and

Tancill (1965) in theif inquiry into the relationships betw-een

alienation and media gratifications. In selection of statements

they were guided by the idea that 'reasons' for mass media use

can be divided into two broader classes: namely informational,

and vicarious. The latter class comprises the use of mass media

for 'escape' or for substitution of more personal contacts. For

both of the classes three statements were formed. In addition

to these six statements another three pointing at 'other reasons'

were formed.

In our study some of the statements of McLeod, WArd and Tancill

were phrased quite differently, while some others were phrased in

an almost identical- way. One was rejected and two additional state-

ments were formed. I the questionnaire these statements were set

down as "different reasons for mass media use". The respondent's

task was to rate with a' seven-point scale how adequately each of

these "reasons" described his use of the mass media. The media to

be rated were the newspaper which sponsored the study (this will

from now on be referred to ask the local newspaper or LN), other

1

Thus a respondent having access to all of the four media had

to make 40 ratings (four media rated along ten purpose-statements).

The presentation form of the question was such that all the media

newspapers (ON), television (TV) and radio (RD).



1
the respondent had access to were first rated according to the

first purpose-statem.ent, then according to the second and so on.

These purpose-statements are presented in the following tables.

In order to get a general picture of the way the different

media ratings were linked to each other a factor analysis using

the 40 rat ings as separate variables was performed. It was natu-!

rally computed only on the basis' of those respondents having access
.'

to all of the four media in question. The first thing worth noting

in. the results obta.ined is that the ratings tend to have a rather

cumulative pattern. This is reflected in the fact that the first

factor explained almost a half (46 per cent) of the common variance'

explained by the ten factors taken into account. (This sommon vari-
-

anc-e was 69 per cent'of total variance.) Thus it seems that if
_ .

media are rated as highly used for one purpose they are rated as

highly used for other purposes, too, and vice versa.

In this factor analysis no clear medium-bound factors were

observed. By a medium-bound factor we mean such in which all the .

purpose-statements associated with a given medium have high load-

ings. On the contrary, the factors were more gratificatiorr-bound

in their nature. By this again_ we naturally mean such a factor in

which all four media within. a single purpose-statement or within

a group of. them have high loadings.

According to this result it seems that people can more readily

discriminate between different gratifications than between differ-

ent media within single gratifications'. That is, if one says that

a given purpose describes well his use of one medium, le is apt

to sa that it describes well his use of othet media, toO, It
end

vice versa. Thus the different media seem to have a common basis

in performing their functions, although some gratifications are

gained more readily from a given medium and some other from

another medium. This will be considered more closely later on.

16
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On the basis.of this result we formed new gratification varia-

bles measuring gratifications associated with media use 'in general.

The values of each of these were simply means of the values the

respondents had attached to the* media within each single purpose-

statement. This procedure enabl*ed us to take into account also

those respondents not having access to all of the four media.

A factor analysis was then performed on the basis of these general

gratifications. Here the cumulative pattern of ratings was even

clearer than before. The first factor out of the four taken into

account explained 75 per cent of the common variance covered by

them (this common variance was 58 per cent of total variance).

The second factor explained only 17, the third 5 and the fourth

3 per cent of common variance.

According to the formal criteria for selecting factors for

rotation, only the first two would have been admitted. Owing to

t he theoretical attractiveness of the third factor it was 'decided

however, to take the first three factors info it. The results (If

the varimax-rotation is presented in Table 1.

In the first factor most heavily loaded are the following state-

mcnt s: "to zi_t away from daily worries", "to bring some excitement

9
into my life" and "to prevent feelings of being alone". These

three statements are, in fact, just those three formulated by

McLeod, Ward and Tancill for the class of vicarious 'reasons'.

Thus their intuitive conception of the existence of such a cluster

of 'reasons' has gained empirical support. Besides these three thee

-statement "to pass my leisure time" gains a relatively high loading

in this factor. This first factor clearly describes the use of

mass meditt for purposes of diversion or 'escape' from daily routine.
4

Thus it is called the dimension of diversion gratifications.

11
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Table 1. Dimenqions of gratifications associa'ted with the use of
mass media in geneital. Varimax-rotation with three
factors (N = 303i'deciml points have been omitted).

purpose-statements . factors
use mass media in order ...)

1

to gather information on the background of
different uvt2nt s

I

12

to keep, me up with it he tim 13

to get away from daily worries 73

to bring some excitement into my life' 75

to prevent feelings of being alone 77

to get help in solving prOblems 45

to get, 'Something to talk about with others 48

to enjoy reading, watching or listening to 49

to pass my leisure time 67

to g ther information on new products 25

II III

68 29

76 04

21 13

04 29

10 12

19 5.5

.23 48

37 21

25 26

45 46

In the second factor .there are Only two statements having a
considerable loading: namely "to gather information on the back-

ground 'of different events" and "to kC'ep me up with the times". Both

)f these are among those McLeod,' Ward and Tancill formed for the

class of informational 'reasons'. So their intuitive conception

of the existence of this kind of cluster of 'reasons' has also
, gained empirical support. This factor is not, however, called the

dimension of information gratifications, because the content of
these two statements is rather inarticulate. Their common denomina-

.

for is not information in any precise sense but in broader terms.

It is perhaps best understood in terms of orientation. On the basis
of this interpretation this factor is called the dimension of
or ientat ion grat if icat ions.

The third factor is snore obscure than the preceding two. Only

one of the purposestatements', namely "to get help in solving

problems", has a loading over .50. 'Also the statement "to gather
information on new products" loads slightly higher in this factor

18

than in the second, where it also loads considerably. Semantically
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considered both of these statements deal with information in quite

a practical or 'utilitarian' sense. Of the remaining statements

the only one having a corresponding utility content, namely "to
'"*Nr

get something to talk about with others", also gets quite a high

loading in this factor, thug supporting the conception that this

factor represents the use of mass media for practical or utility

purposes. It is therefoi-e called the dimensionof utility .gratifi-

cations.

At least in Sweden the structure of mass media gratifications

has been studied in a similar way (Kjellmor 1973; cf. also, McQuail,

Blumler and Brown 1972). Unfortunately the report I have of this

study contains neither the purpose-statements used in it 'nor the
4

numer al results of factqr analyses performed there. In anig case

the' factor analyses yielded three factors, which were named-as.

follows: "Freedom from responsibility and role Obligations", "Self-

improvement" and "Social utility". On the basis of the verbal char-

acterization of these factors it seems that the first of them corre-

sponds to our dimension of diversion 7,ratificati ,ns, the second

t1.t of orientation ?ratifications and the third that of utility

;rat ificat ions.

An important question is how the emergence of these factors

found here can-be interpreted. In setting out the background of

this report we said that if purpose-Statements having conceptually

similar content form one single clustr or dimension this result

could 14e understood and interpreted inn terms 'of some underlying

I

need. Such an interpretation would perhaps be Iche most ut&al in

this case.
_

19
But the emergence of these factors can be understood and inter-

preted in other ways,' too. For instance it may be that people have

got accustomed to think about mass media in terms of entertainment,.
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enlightenment (orientation) and practical information. Inthat
case the emergence of the factors would perhaps only mean that
people are reacting in a logically consistent Way, on the basis
of the kind of verbal usage ,vis -a -vis the mass media they have

learned, to the verbal stimuli in the purpose- statements. Site will

return to this problem of interpretatickniater on.
In any case the results thus far show that the ratings of media

along the different purpose-statements show a rather cumulative
pattern. This perhaps reflec general evaluation of mass med:a.
If they are valuated, they are rated high on the statements, and
if not, they are rated low on them. Behind this general tendency
toward cumulat-ion there are, ho ever, some dimensions of gratifi-
cations differing somewhat fro each other. Thus we that
while there is a general tendency to assign relatively similar
values to the media on all ofthe purpose-statements, there is
also a tendency to rate the media in an even more similar way on
those purpose- statements forming conceptual\ clusters on the basis
of their semantic proximity.

Different factor analyses corresponding to the one above were

also performed for each of the four media being rated in this study.
Those respondents having no access to the medium for which each

particular analysis wjs performed were left out of that analysis.
- The general cumulative tendency of ratings was, as before, clearly
perceptible in these factor analyses. In the analysis for local
newspaper the first factor out of the four taken into account
covered 76 per cent of the common variance explained by them to-

gether. In th.e analysis for other newspapers the corresponding fig-
ure was 69, in that for television 70 and in that for radio 75 per
cent. In the analysis, for local newspaper the common variance ex-
plained by the four ,factors was 59 per cent of total variance, in
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Table 2. Dimentions of gratifications associated with the use of
local newspaper and other newspapers. Varimax- rotations
with .3 factors (N=303 for local newspaper' and 241 for
other newspapers).

factors for factors .frir
local news- other newt3-

purposestatements paper papers_

(I use the, LN/ON in order ... ) I II III 1 II' III

to gather information on the background
of different events

to keep me up with times

to get away from daily worries

to bring some excitement into my life

to prevent feelings of, being alone

to get help in solving problems

to get something to talk about with
others

to enjoy reading

16 76 17 16 76 18

16 79 04 05 79 18

77 16 16. 71 19 19

79 15' 19 77 -01 22

79 20 15 4 79 09 10

43 33 47 46 14 52

46 16 47 50 13 42

48 35 22 47 24 37

to pass my leisure time ,67 19, 32 73 09 24

to gather information On new products 21' 59 41 12 32 56

Table 3. Dimensions of gratifications associated with the use of
television and radio. Varimax-rotation with 3 factors
(N = 24k for telqvision and 296 for radio). .

factors for factors for
television radio)purpose-statements

(I use TV/RD in order ...) I II III I II III

to gather information on the background*
of different events 15 62 34 13 72 30

to keep me up with the times 09 73 11 23 78 14

to get away from daily worries 58 18 14 75 20 12

to bring some excitement into my life 78 02 1,7 61 09 46

to prevent feelings of being alone 77 01 28 69 11 37

to get help in solving problems 35 11 61 31 19 61

to get something to talk about with
others 44 24 48 45 23 49

to enjoy watching or listening to 50 41 17 52 38 20

to pass my leisure time 51 19 18 68 19 27

t.) :rat her infor.1 tt ion on n w products 13 '27 62 17 32 55

21
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that for other newspapers 57, in that for television 53 and in

that for radio 58 per cent.

In spite of this clear cumulative pattern the first three fac-

tors were included in rotation in each of the factor analyses.

This decision was made on the grounds described el1.ier. The re-

sults of varimax rotation are presented in Table 2 for local and

other newspapers and in Table 3. for television and radio.

'It is easy to see from these tables that the dimensions of grat-

ifications obtained for the different media resemble each other

very clearly. in the first factors for each medium the same state-

ments have high loadings as in the analysis above. The same holds

true concerning the second factors, although the second factor for

.local newspaper also includes the statement "to gather information;

on new products". The third factors, on the other hand, d4ffer some-
.

what from each other. In the third factors obtained for television

and radio, the statement "to' gather' information on new products"

gains'a considerable loading. Also the statement of social utility

("to get something to talk about with others") gains a relatively

high loading in them. The third factor obtained for other news-

papers resembles these except that the statement of social utility,

loads higher in the first than in this third factor. In the third

factor obtained, for local newspaper the situation is slightly cal-
ferent, because the statement of social utility has its highest

loading in it while the, statement "to gather information on new

products" loads higher in the second than in this third factor.

Despite these small differences the third factors are, however,

crucially the same for the different media.

These factor analyses were also .performed on the basi of

a
those respondents who had access to all the four media being rated.

The factors obtained for the media.were almost identical with the
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factcirs described above. - The results of these analyses thus show

that the purpose-statements form the same gratification dimensions

within the different media being rated. This confirms our concep-

tion that the different media have a common basis in performing

their funct ions.

Despite this co non basis there may be differences b.etween.the

media as to the capacity or instrumentality people believe they

have in fulfilling their various functions. It is only natural to

assume that the electronic media would be rated higher on the

dimension of diversion gratifications than newspapers, because

the former entail more entertainment content than the latter.

On the other hand, the newspapers can have a higher score on the

dimensions of utility and orientation gratifications than the

electronic media.

In order to explore thete suppositions we computed the mean

values of ratings of each of the Media on each of the purpose-

statements. These means are illustrated.by graphical curves in

Figure 1; in numerical form they are presented in Appendix 1,

Table 1. In Figure 1 the purpose - statements are arranged according

to the results of previous factor analyss so that first come the

statements loaded in the dimension of orientation gratifications,

then those loaded in the dimension of utility gratifications and

finally those loaded in the dimension of diversion gratifications.

Let us first look how the mask media in general have been rated

along the different purposg-statements. It seems that the most

icimportant purposes for which all the media are used are those e-

fl ect ing orientation gratifications. Of the statements loaded in the

dimension of utility gratifications only the purpose of gathering

23 information or new products was considered somewhat important; the

other purposes reflecting this dimension were considered clearly



Fip re 1. People's conceptions as to the instrumentality of differ- .
ent media in fulfilling the various purposes. Mean values
of the media on the purpose-statements (local newspaper,
--other newspapers, --t el evisio n and -- - rad io; high
means correspond to high ratings).
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less -important. Finally of those statements loaded in' the dimension
of diversion gratifications the only one considered somewhat impor-
tant is the 'play-like' (see Stephenson 1967) purpose of enjoying
the sheer activity of mass media use. Other purposes reflecting this
dimension are held in clearly lower esteem even if there are consid-
erable differences between the media on these purpose-statements.

in this context it should be remembered that on the basis of these
results we cannot draw any conclusions as to the goal intensity or
salience of these purposes for people in general, because we...did not
separate this from media instrumentality. These results are, however,
markedly in keeping for instance with those of Lundberg and HultOn

(1968, 94-98 and 170) when they measured the goal intensity of various
24
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purposes independent of media ratings. By this. close correspondence

we naturally mean that purposes pointing at orientation or infor-\
mat ion have been considered far more important than.those pointing

at diversion perape'. This can mein either that the orientation

purposes are in people's minds really more important than the diver-.

sion purposes.,or that the former are socially more legitimate than

the latter. In the latter- case social conditioning would have affec'

$ted the responses.

.Our nesults in Figure 1 ma-y also depend on other factors than.

social conditioning. Perhaps they have been detdormined, for instance,.

by the fact that the common usage vis-a -vis mass .media, at least in

Finland, emphasizes their information function. And even if the

results did give a truthful picture of how the mass media are ex-

perienced by the audience, they could be interpreted in at least

two different ways. The first interpretation would be .that in the

context of mass media use the goal intensity of orientation purposes

is higher than that of other purposes. The second would be that the

melia are fulfilling them better than the other purposes, althvug)t

the goal intensity of the latter could be even higher than that of

orientation purposes". As go<A1 intensity and media instrumentality

were not separated from each other we cannot decide between these

interpretations. The decision would not however bring us very far

because we do not know to what extent the responses are free from

social conditioning and/or common usages.

When considering the differences between the media we observe

that electronic media, especially television, nave been rated' higher

on the statements reflect ing diversion gratifications than news- 25
papers. This confirms our supposition presented before. Our supposi-

tion concerning t he media instrumentality in fulfilling t he utility

purposes is also supported t -_ept that on the social utility statement
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television has a hi,3her score than newspapers. On the other had

our supposition regarding the orientation purposes does not gain

supyort , because television is rat ed higher than newspapers on,

bot t of t he statement s reflect ing this dimension. The media diffe-

rences are, however , relatively small wit li respect to them.
., ,*

again it is hard to dec ide whether these result's truly reflect
,

how far people use t he different media in order to grat ify their''

different purposes. The function or gratification ,profiles of media

- in Figure 1, as comprehensible as they themselves are, may only

mirror t he common media concept ion prevailing among the audience,

which is not necessarily the 'same thing as t heir capacity or in-
..

strument al ity in fulfilling the purposes in quest ion. 'So the `remarkS

.set fort h above should be taken' into account also with h respect to

these result s.

But if the result s describe t he reality in a truthful way, we

could conclude that of all the four media being rated television

grat if i best t he most of the purposes proposed. -its functional

role would teus be t he most versatile. Of t he remaining media the

functional role of newspapers weights on *orientat ion and utility

grat ificat ions while t hat of rad io weight s on diversion grat if ica

t ions, although it i$ far behind television in t his area. These

resul.) s correspond more or less to those obtined in numerous uses

and grat if icat ions studies elsewhere.

2. 2. Dimensions o f grat if icat ions associated with h library use and

wit h part is ipat ion in adult edUcat ion

Bcfc^, crQ 0 on to an examination of relit ionships between

media gratifications and content choices we will summarize some

result s obtained in studies of gratifications associated w4th some

other 'mass med is ' inst it ut ions; namely with library use and

with participation in, adult educat Jai); 26
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The study concerning the gratifications associated wit'h, ar
use has been done by '2.ertti Titihonen (1972, 86-118). The data for
this study were colleted in 1971 by mailed questionnaires, which
were r4urned by 121 respondents - 80 per cent of the original
sample. The original sample consisted of people who had taken part
in .an interview survey a year before and who then had indicated
that they had used the library at least once dur ing the preceding
twelve mdnths. So there were no non-users of library in the sample.

The' selection and formation of purpose-statements was to some

extent guided by the results obtained in the study already crescribed.
On the basis of these results it was assumed that the gratifications
associated with, the use of librairy would form similar dimensions
as those found in mass media use. On the other hand, certain assumed

differences between library and mass media use had to be taken into
account. It was felt for instance that such statements as "to gather
information on the background of different events" or "to keep me
up with the times" would,not be very adequate for descr,PSing library
use. They were therefore substit.uted by statements dealing with
needs for information on new issues or for additional information
on different things. Of the relatively many statements loaded in

the dimension of.diversion gratifications in the study described
above some were dropped out while some new ones with utility content
were added.

4

As in the previous inquiry also in this study the statements
-were set doWn in the questionnaire as "different reasons for library
use" and the respondent's task was to rate with a five-point scale
how adequately each of these "reasons" described his lklitary use.

Besides this data collection also another set of data was col-
lected from 3 sample of library attendants. These data were also

collected by mailed questionnaires, which were returned by .255
t

27
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re;,po'b ents. This was 80, per cent of the or4ginal.sample. The
'-

library attendants were presented with a list consisting of the same

purpose-statements as the users. The task. of the attendants was

ratite -with a five-pOint scare flow adequatdly each of the purpo-

se-statements described the library use of an ordinary client.

- From now on the forme* set of data will; be called .the users'

data and the latter the attendant's' data.

Let us first look at the results of factor analysis of the

purpose-statements' in the users' data. There the cumulative pattern

of ratings was not so, obyious as in the ratings of mass media use.

The four factorS taken into account explained 52 per cent of total

variance and of this common variance the first factor explained

50 per cent, the second 22, the third 20 and the fourth 8 per cent.

Varimal-rotat ion was performed, with the first :three factors. Its

results are presented in Table 4. This table also contains the mean
4

values of the purpose-statements in both the users' and attendants'

data. Here it must be noted that the lower the means, the higher

is-the goal intensity of purposes or the higher is the instrumental-.

ity of the library in fulfilling them.

Ther is a very clear correspo 11dertc,e between these factors and

those obtained above for mass media; in general and for each medium

separa ely. In Table 4 the firstinfactor contains statementswhich
iv

deal, with informat ion necessary for practical. purposes.' It differs,

however, from the previous factors of utility gratifications with

respect to the statement of social utility ("to get matters to

talk ...") which loads only ,low in this factor. A little surprising

is that of the two statements dealing with information for solviielg

problems only the first ( "to get help in solving problems") loads

in this first factor while the other ("to get information fort 28
solving 'problems ...") higher in the third factor. Perhaps
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Tai:.e 4. Dimensions of gratifications associated with library use.
Varinlax-rotation with three factors (N = 121; decimal
points have been omitted). Mean values of the purpose-
statements in the users' (mU, N = 121) and attendants'
(mA, N = 255) data.

purpose-stat ement s factors
(I use the library in order ...) I II III mU mA

to get help in solving problemd 58 -01 22 2.8 2.5
to relax or to pass my leisure time -11 67 -16 2.0 1.4
to gather additional information

on various things
to gather information necessary in

studies or in scibool
to gather information necessary in

my occupation or work
to find new activity possibilities

in my life 32 1.6 49 3.5 3.3
to40-get away from daily worries 06 74 09 3.1 2.5

*-to get matters to talk about with
my friends 16 45 36, 3.4 3.5

to gather information on new things 13 .07 76 2.2 2.1
to widen my world-view -17 07 76 2.2 2.3

01111111110

42 -11 47 2.0 1.9

70, 03 11 3.2 1.6

70 04 -02 3.1 2.3

to get information for solving
problerrr(s ,p-fjmy own or in my
environmebe c 31 04 61 3.3 2.9

the meaning and content of this latter statement has been affected
by the statements preceding it.

The second factor in Table L clearly resembles the factors of
diversion gratifications obtained for mass media use. Both of the
statements ("to relax ..." And "to get away ...") thought to reflect
this dimension gain considerablte loadings in it. The social utility
statement has its highest loading in this factor, too. Also the
factors of diversion gratifications obtained for mass media use
had a--similar tone, although the social- ut ility statement had there
somewhat higher loadings in the factors of utility gratifications.

The nature of the third factor in Table L resembles that of the
factors of orientation gratifications obtained for mass media use.

29.
The content of the most crucial statements in this factor deals with
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the development of world-view and with orientation toward new things.
They are thus rather general in their nature. In addition to these
this factor also contains statements having ad more precise, .practical-
type content ("to find new activity possibilities ..." and "to get
information for solving ..."). On the other hand, the latter state-
ments also load in the first factor of utility gratifications. Thus

the dimensions of utility 'and orientation gratifications seem to be
to some extent similar to each other while the dimension of,diversion
gratifications differs more clearly from them..

In the attendants' data a similar factor analysis was also per-
)formed. The dimensions obtained in the analysis were in general

quite similar to those presented in Table 4. Thus the library attend-
ants tended to rate the gratifications obtained by their cuitonie'r-s
alotig the sam.: dimensions as 'did the customers themselves.

There were however, some differences between the results obtained
in these groups. Firstly the cumulative tendency of ratings was more
obvious among library attendants than among library users. The latter
discriminated the different types of purposes from each other more
clearly than did the former. In the conceptions of library attendants
the dimension6 of utility and orientation gratifications were much
closer to each other than they were among the users. It thus, seems
that library attendants tend to see the gratification area as two-
dimensional while library users are apt to see it as three- dimension.4
al.

If we lool, at the mean values of the purpose-statements in Table 4
we observe that in the users' data library use has been rated most

highly on the following statements: "to relax or to pass .my leisuire
time", "to gather additional information on various things ", "to
gather information. on new things" and "to widen my world-view".

On the other statements it has been rated considerably lower. Of
o

30



the former four statements three loaded most highly in the factor

of orientation gratifications and one in that of diversion gratifi-
.

cations.

The attendants' conceptions as to the importance of the purposes

in the library use of an ordinary client differ in many respects

from those of users themselves. Attendants believed firstly that

these purpos were in general'more .important than they actually

seem to be. Such differences are most cl,ear regarding the state-
'.

ments loaded in the dimension of utility gratifications, Corre-

sponding differenc.es exist also with respect to statements in the

dimension of diversion gratifications, even if they are not so clear

as the former. Regarding the statements in the dimension of orienta-

tion gratifications attendahts' conceptions are. closer to the actual

situation reflected in the users' ratings.

, The goal intensity of the purposes asked and the, instrumentality
.

of library in fulfilling them were not separated from each other
. -

in this study either.. So it is har24to say which of themNis reflected

in the results. But neither do we know to what extent these results

have been affected by social conditioning or by other corresponding

factors. If we take the results at face value, however, we might

conclude that the gratification structure associated with library

use is very similar to those associated with mass media use and

that library also gratifies best the same kind of purposes as mass

media.

We will next turn to the study of gratifications associated with

participation in adult education.. This study was conducted by Heik-

ki Lehtonen and Jukka Tuomisto, (1973, 166-185). The data for the

study were collected by mailed questionnaires and.perso,nal inter-

views at the end of 1972 and at the be liming of 1973. 14140 persona

participated 3n the study. '. ..s was 7 per cent of the original

sample. 31
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The selecti-on and formation of purpose-statements was principal

ly guided by theoretical considergtions concerning the goals of

participation in adult education. Considering first the goals that

can be envisaged for it from a socio-political point of view the

,researchers discriminated between four fields of intellectual

activity which can be served- by adult' education. These were in

brief:

- the field of occupational skills;

- the field of abilities for participation in decision-making
that takes place at different levels of society;

- the field of personality development and of abilities for
enjoyment of cultural and intellectual achievements of
society , and

- the field of abilities for studying.

On the basis of this division it was assumed that gratifications

obtained from participation in ~adult education should form dimen-

sions corresponding to these general goals. In addition to this

it was further assumed that participation in adult education can

also be.guided by more vicarious purposes, for instance by a seam,

for social contacts, by the prestige gained from studying or simply

by the need to pass leisure time.

On the other hand, the selection and formation of purpose-state-

ments was also guided by empirical findings J.n studies described

above as well as in other studies, dealing with reasons for partic-

ipation in adult education. In phrasing of statements the assumed

differences between the 'functions' of adult education on the one hand

ind those of the library institution or mass media on the other

were taken into account. Guided by these principles the.researchers

rformed all in all 15 purpose-statements for their study. These.are-

presented in the following Table 5. 32
In the questionnaires and interview schedules these statements

Were set down as' "different reasons for studying". The respondent !s
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Table 5. Dimensions of gratifications associated with participation
in adult education. Varimax-rotation with 4 factors (N =
1440; decimal points have been omitted). Mean values of
the purpose-statements (m).

purpose-statements! factors
..

(I
to

will stikly in order ...)
meet my friends or to become

I 'II III IV m

acq'iainted with new people 15 45 02 17 3.1
to
to

develop thy own personality
learn useful information for m

66 15 11 09 2,5

leisUre time activities 19 50 13 04 2.9
to raise my general. knowledge 68 08 25 02 2.2

4

to raise thy occupational skills 41 08 46 00 2.2
to acquir.e a new job for myself 07 06 57 21 3.2
to gather ,information necessary in

wIlm

to
organizational activities
get some variety for my leisure

03 14 23 57 3.3

to
time
learn to understand other people

02 75 -02 05 3.1

to
better
relax or to get away from daily

43 35 -10 31 2.7

worries 04 70 -06 06 3.0
to make my basic educat on more complete 39 -12- 50 10 2.5
to find' new activity ies in

0

4ssibilit
my life 25 11 53 27 2.7

to
to

widen my world-view
get information for solving problems.

59 18 05 24 2.6 ,

/
to

of my own or 'in my environment
be able to influence affairs in

41 10

,

07 55 2.8

society 11. 08 19 -67
.0.11..1

3.2
" 1

task was to rate with a five-point scale how great an effect each
of the "reasons" would have if he or she were to begin to study
(respectively if he or she was Already studying). On the basis of
these answers 4: h e purpose-statements werecorrelated and factorised.
This was done od the basis of all respondents; that is, those having
nev,r p-irticipated in adult education were not separated from those
having at least sometimes participated in it. Perhaps this separation
would hive been more adequate in the analysis. 33
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This factorization yielded six factors from which the first four

were submitted 1to varimax-rotation. These four factors explained 1414

per cent of total variance. Of this common variance the first factor

explained 53 per cent, the second 214, the third 114 and the fourth

9 per cent'. The ratings again show a cumulative pattern, although

it is not so obvious as it was with respect to ratings of mass

media use above. Table 5 contains results of the varimax-rotation.

It also contain the mean values of the purpose-statements. Again

it must be noted that the lower the means, the higher is the goal

intensity of purposes or the higher is the instrumentality of

adult education in fulfilling them.

The fitst three factors in Table 5 have quite clear counterparts

among the factors obtained for library and mass media use above.

On the other hand there is in the previously obtained factors no

counterpart to the fourth factor in Table 5. This is not surprising,

powever, because the studies described above did not involve purpos

statements dealing with participation in the affairs of society.

If such statements had been included in those studies, factors of

a similar kind would probably have been observed.

The crucial statements in the first factor in Table 5 deal with

the development ofpersonality, enlightenment and world-view. The
49

common content in these statements is the raising of general kriowl=

edge. This again forms the basis for orientation in life. This first

-factor thud resembles the dinThnsion of orientation gratificatinrs

obtained in the studies described above.

The correspondence between this factor and those orientation

factors found fatr mass media use is not exact, because the state-

34

ments used in these studies are not the same. But the general tone

and character correspond to each other. The affinity between this

factor and the/orientation factor obtained for library use i-s more
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exact , hour,,h there are some slight differences between them.

The scat egionts "tp fina new activity .possibilities ..." and "to

get information for solving problems ...", which in the study of

library gratifications had their highest loadings in the orientation

factory have in this study their highest loadings in other factors.

The second factor in Table 5 corresponds clearly to the factors

of diversion gratifications obtained in the studies above. The

correspondence between it an that for library use is especially

clear, because in both studies the statements of soc ial utility

load in these diversion factors.

The statements loaded in the third .factor in Table 5 deal mainly

with practical-type information,- although the statement "to find

new activity possibilities ..." has a more general nature. However

the correspond-ence between this factor and the factor of utility

grat if ic-tt ions obtained for library use is quit e clear. Although

the utility statements in the study of mass media gratifications
1

and in this study were not the same, the utility factors obtained

for mass media use have at least to some extent a similar tone and

character to the third factor in Table 5.

It is easy to see from Table 5 that the factors of orientation

and utility ,grat if icat ions are to some extent similar, having a

number of...common element s while the factor of diversion grat if ica -

't ions Zriffers more clearly from them. As will be recalled, the

situation was similar also in the study of library gratifications.

The purposes rated highest with respect to participation in

ldult education lorded either in the factor of orientation grat ifi-
,

cat ions ( "to ra npr general knowledge", "to deVelop my own person-

ity". "to widen my world-view" and "to, learn to understand ...")

he flct(r- c f utility gratifications ("to -raise my occurSAional
tic'

, snake my basic k ducation ...." and "to find new 'activity.
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possibilities ..."). Because in this study the goal intensity Of
purposes an the instrumentality of adult education in fulfilling
them were again not separated from each other it is hard to say
which of them is reflected in these results.

It is worth noting, hOwever," that the utility purposes were
rated rather important with respect to adult education, while they
were held rather unimportant with respect to library and mass media

use. Pei#aps this result reflects that particularly the rather many

respqndents who have participated in some occupational training
give the utility purposes a high rating. If this holds true, then

4'there would be at least some correspondence between actual .behav
iour and gratifications obtained from it.. But the result can as

4

well indicate that utility function may be more out in the common
conce .tion of Adult education than is the case with libraries or
mass Alia.

Unfortunately the researchers in this study do not present re-
sults.dealing with this question. In another study (Lehtonen and
Tuomisto 1973b, 24-29) they have, however; some results according
to which the former explanation seems more plausible.

2.3. Conclusions

In the previous paged; we have examined what kind of d_imension's

or factors the various purposes concerning the use of mass media
and other 'mass mei .a -like' institutions form in the minds of
individuals and how they have rated them with respect to these
purposes. The first result worth noting is that the ratings had a
rather cumulative pattern. That is, if one purpose was considered
as an important "reason" for the use so also were the other

`purposes and vice 'versa. Pei hips this result arises out of the
'senora]. appreciation of the medium or institution being rated.

36
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The- most interesting result is that behind this cumulative pat --;\

tern there were some dimensions differing more or less from -each

other. And what is more, the dimensions obtained 'for the use of

different mass media and other institutions being studied were

basically the same,' except the fourth factor obtained for prtici-

pat ion in adult educat ibn. Of these three dimensions the first was

composed of purposes concerned with information necessary for

orientation in life, the second of purposes of diversion or 'esca-*

pe' and the third of purposes having a practical or utility content.

Now what coo these results mean? Is it that these three dimensions

reflect the basic 'subjective' functions associated with the use

of mass media, library and adult education institutions? Because

these dimensions have been observed with regard to rather different

institutions, from a local newspaper to adult education institutions,

we can perhaps say that there is aAgeneral tendency to rate such

institutions along these dimensions. But there are reasons to suspect

4that these three are not the only ones; that is, there may be more

dimensions. At least the fourth factor found for participation in

adult education points in this direction.

Another question entirely is.what kind of phenomena have caused

the emergence of these dimensions. It may be, as we pointed out

previously, that people have experienced and learned what kind of

material offered by the different institutions is able to satisfy

what kind of needs. Perhaps the emergence of these dimensions is

based on such experiences and through them on the needs of people.

If this is ihe case we could say that the different institutions

have a common basis in performing their functions. In other words,

the different institutions could be regarded as functional alter-

natives to each other.

37
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This explanation does not, however, sound very plausible,
because it is not sure that such learning takes place solely on
the grounds of personal experiences. If the formation of iu{ages
as to the functional roles of mass media "and other institutions
is affected by common cultural conceptions and usages regarding
their nature and functions, we could not argue that the emergence
of the dimensions reveals the basic need-structure, behind their
use.. In this case, as we &mphasized previously, the results would
perhaps only mean that people are reacting in a logically consist- --'

ent way, on the basis of the kind of verbal usage vis-a-vis these
institutions they have learned, to the verbal stimuli in purpose-
statements.

The results may also reflect subcultural differences as to which
purposes are appreciated and which a",6. not. If for instance purposes
involving orientation are in some subculture held in higher esteem
than in some other while purposes to do with diversion are more
tolerated in the latter thanaoin the former, then thes.e subcultural-
ly determined d if ferenc es could explain the emergence of these
d imensions.

It was further observed that the purposes which were rated
highest with respect to the use of mass media and other institutions
being studied, were in general those loaded in the factors of
or ientat ion grat ificat ions. Purposes loaded in the dimensions of
diversion or utility grat ificat ions were in general considered
more unimportant as reasons for the use. The only exception was

found in the reasons for part icipat ion in adult educat ion, where

purposes entailing practical utility were considered rather important,
too. 38

The purpose-statements loaded in the dimensions of orientation
gratifications were rather general, unarticulated and 'all:chg.-type'
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by nature. 'If we in addition to this take into account that the

attempt to form a coherent picture of the world and life is highly

appreciated in our culture, we have very good reasons to suspect

that the valuation of orientation pui.poses is socially conditioned.

Perhaps the purposes entailing diversion are also underestimated

on the basis of this social conditioning. On the other hand,

purposes of practical utility may be more free from cultural

pressures, but their importance may depend more on various situa-

tional factors.

If we take the results at their face value we must conclude

either that purposes pointing at orientation really have a higher

goal,..intensity for people than other purposes or that mass media

and other institutions are really more instrumental with respect

to the former than the latter purposes. We cannot decide,, however,

which of these interpretations is the more plausible because goal

intensity and instrumentality of the institutions were not separated

from each other. However, on the basis of results that Lundberg

and Hult4n (1968, 101-107) obtained using a sentence-completion

test it seems that the latter interpretation would be more adequate.

As can be observed from the previous reasoning, the most crucial

qu stion here is whether these results reveal in a truthful way

the extent the institutions studied gratify the different puroses

or Jhether they only reflect culturally determined conceptions

regarding these purposes and the institutions in question. And

there is no simple way of solving this question. Here we have only

some indirect ways of testing the plausit ility of these alternatives.

If we observe that people who have indicated that they use for

instance television for purposes of diversion tend to watch more3

entertainment programmes than other people, then there is at least

some cOrrespondence between the reported actual choice behaviour

9
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and reported ;ratifications obtained from it. Such results would.
not, however, deci,1 , the whole problem in our research. Because

the content choices were not actually observed but only asked,
cultural pressures may have effects thich produce such corres-
pond enc e s.

The way of thinking suggested here can be questioned from var-
ious points of view. For instance how can we decide what gratifica-
tions should be related to what content in order to be able to
decide between the mentioned alternatives. It sounds natural to
expect that for instance purposes of diversion should be related
tc.t he use of entertainment content or purposes of orientation to

' the use of information content. But if such relationships are not
found, does this indicate that the results presented in the previous
pages are not 'real' but det ermined by soc ial cond it ioning $ common

usages etc.? Of course not necessarily.
It should first be noted that the functional role of a medium

in the mind of an individual may be determined on the basis of the
most important content it offers for him. This content, however*
is not necessarily the same as what he consumes most from that
medium. It has also been stressed "that almost any type of corttent
may serve practically any type of function" (Rosengren and Windahl

1972, 166; ci. also Katz and Foulkes 1962 or. Katz-, Blumler and
Gurevitch 1973, 33). But if we accept that for instance a pure
entertainment programme or in general programmes falling`in this

-..

category grit ify. equally well purposes of orientation and utility
as those of diversion, then the whole approach of uses and grat if i-
catt ions studies seems not very productive.

40
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:,IMENSIO1IS OF GRATIFICATIONS AND CONTENT CHOICES

p2esenting the backgr,,und of thilt report we did not pay
very much attention to the various theoretical frameworkl concerning
the relationships between the need-basis of individuals and their
mass media behaviour. One of the best known of such frameworks is
that Qf ',chramm (1949) concerning news reading. This framework has
formed the point of departure in one of my previous studies (see
Pietild 1969a). Here we may outline its chief points in a few words.

Schramm's basic assumption is that news reading - as well as the
use of mass media in general - must be in some way or other_ rewarding.

ti
In line with Freud's concepts of the pleasure principle and reali4
principle Schramm argues that certain news items offer the reward
ilmed iat ely (pleasure pr inc iple, t he reading off ers immediate plea s-*

ure) while others offer it delayedly (`realitY principle, the reward
is gained sometime later ). Schramm argues (1949, 260 -261) that "news
of Cr ime and corruption, accidents and disat ers, sport s and r ecr ea -

tion, social events and human interest" furnish immediate reward
while "delayed reward may be expected from news of public economic
matters, social- problems, science, education and health".

Later Schramm postulated two types of receivers, the r lit
oriented and the fantasy-oriented, with content choices consistent
with their ,Dr!,entation type (Schramm, Lyle and Parker 1961, 57-74).
At the sane categories of materials offering immediate vs. 41
Jci-L7ed reward ha-- been ext ended to other med ia . For instance in
4.1..ctronic media "westerns, crime drama, popular music and variety
shows" are examples of cont ..-. offering immediate reward4. while
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a"news, documentaries, interviews, public affairs programs and
educational television" belong to material offering the reward.
delayedly (Schramm. Lyle and Pai,ker 1961, 60.

Let us now see how these .Schramm's categOries and receiver '

types fi-t- our results concerning the dimensions of gratifications
or function-images. Semantically constidered those people using tie
media for purposes of diversiothrwould apparently fall in the
Schrammian category of fantasy - oriented receivers while those
using them for purposes of orientation would appatently fall in
that of reality - orienteq receivers. But how to place htlose who
use them for purposes of practical utility? With respect to such
content that can have practical utility for peop$e we can argue
that it is not fantasy-type in its nature, but that it can gratify
immediately those purposes for which it is sought. Thus the 'prac-

4tically-oriented' people could be placed neither 'in the firSt nor
in the second category of receivers.

Of course it is quest ionable what the immediate reward means
in reality. But the whole problem .becomes even more complicated
if we take into account that there may be more basic 'subjective'
functions of media than those described in the provious pages. It
seems, thus, that the Schrammian framework, at least in its original
form, does not afford- a very adequate basis for the explanation
of people's media behaviour. There are, however, some possibilities
for refining it , but we will not dwell upon them here.

The Schrammian framework has been taken up here because it in
a way qUided the formation of questions concerning people's content
choices in our 1967 questionnaire. Further, despite its short- 42
comings, it forms one theoretical construction on the basis of which
we can derive hypotheses concerning relationships between content
choices from a medium and gratifications associated'Swith its use.
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'these hypotheses are very simple and self evident on the basis
of previous reasoning.

The first hypothesis is that th.e more a given medium is used
for purposes orsorientation, the more information content is
consumed from it. The ,sect*ind hypothesis is 'naturally that thee
more a given medium- is used for purposes of diversion, the more
entertainment cont en is consumed from' it. Although 'the Schrammian,
framework does not ive a lear basis fo/ hypotheses concerning

,._,the relat ionships, between t ility grat ificat ions and content
I! ilk i( choices, we make here the most natural assumgtio(? that the xfore .a,.1

given medium is used for purposes of utility, the more content
having practical value is consumed from it. Such content is in
'objective' terms composed of advertisements, ancouncementl,
advisory programmSs etc.

The inquiry into relationships between gratification pr functiccp
image dimensions and content choices will be.' restricted here to
local newspaper, television and radio.They will be examined
separately with respect to newspaper on the one hand and with
respect to estectrom,ic media onrthe other. The data for the study-
are naturally the'-same as those on the basis of which the gratf.
cation dimensions were examined.

34. Relationships between gratificsa-tion dimensions and content
choices with respect to newspaper

The problem concerning the relationships between newspaper grati-
_ a t ior.s an.-_.' content choices s to some extent been dealt with
in my previous study aleady mentioned (Pietild 1969a; this study
was based on the same data as our study here). The problem in this
previous study was whether ;4e can find empirical evidence as to 43 '\
what kind of newspaper content is delayedly and what kind immedi-



ately rewarding or, put in other terms, what kind of content is
instrumental and what kind expregsive. This problem was tackled
using three different procedures.

We first had several exp t ji4dtes - investigator/s working on
sociological or mass communiication studies - arrange 20 newspaper
content categories (see Table 6) in order with respect to the
concepts of instrumentality) s. expressivity or lelayed vs. im-
mediate reward. When these r nkings were compared it was found
t hat the judges were quite knanimous as to what kind of contiint
is instrumental and what 'expressive in its nature. So it was
concluded that the Schr,mmian concepts do have relevance with
fespect to newspaper d'ontent.

After that we examined the relationships between gratifications
associted with the.use of the newspaper being studied and the
reading of material from it falling in these.20 content categories.
For this examination we formed two gratification scales, one on
t he basis of purpose-statements loaded in the factor of orientation
gratifications (called the scale of informative reasons) and other
on the basis of purpose-statements loaded in the factor of diversion
gratifications (called the scale of vicarious reasons). It was
observed that the scale of informative reasons correlated more
strongly with the reading of material considered as instrumental
by the. judges than with the reading of material considered as
expressive. On the other hand the scale of vicarious reasons did
not correlate more strongly with reading of expressive than with,
reading of instrumental material..

In t he third procedure we utilized Himmel sfrand s hypothesis
t hat instrumental activities tend to have a cumulative structure
while expressive activities will have a differential one (see 44
Himmelstrand 1960, 263-269). It was also found that the correlation
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$between the reading of materials-held as most instrumental by the

judges were clearly higher than those between the reading of materials

held as most expressive. All these 'tests' thus confirmed the concep-

tion that the concepts of delayed and immediate reward also have

empirical relevance.

The most important result regarding our problem here is that the

relat.ionships between gratifications and content choices lay at least

to some extent in the assumed direct ion. Now these relationships

%,/111 be examined more 'closely. In doing this we will proceed as

follows. We will first examine whether the content categories, the

reading of which was asked from the respondents, will on the basis

of their answers form some clusters or dimensions wh.ich could be

interpCted in terms of orientation, diversion and"practical utility.

f such dimensions are found, we will secondly examine the x'elations

f gratification dimensions to them.

The respondents had to rate with a seven-point scale, with respect

to each of the 20 content categories, how much or little they read

that kind of material from the local paper being studied. On the

basis of these ratings the correlatidns between the content categories

were computed. A factor analysis of this correlation matrix yielded

six factors, which were all submitted to varimax - rotation. These

six factot,s explained 46 per cent of total variance. Of this common

variance the first faCtor explained 49 per cent, the second 17, the

third 12, the fourth 10, the fifth 7 and tJe sixth 5 per cent. The

reading of the different contents seems thus to have a rather cumula-

tive pattern. The results of the varimax-rotation are presented in
.

Table 6, which also contains the mean values of content categories.

The higher the mean of a category, the more material belonging to

that category is read.



Tab'_"? 6. Dimensions of content cat egories of local newspaper./ Varimax-rotation with h 6 fadtors. Mean yailies of categories
(rn, N = 303 ).

factors

content cat egor ies

editorials and political
feuillefons

other articles on editorial
page t

foreign news

nat ional news

regional events

local events

news of crime and accident

sport news

organizational affa it s

agr icultural matters

military affair s

cultur'e and the art s

column for adolescents

comic strips

advert isements

other announcements

congregational affairs

shipping affairs 38

interpretive writings

I II III IV v VI m

27 07 64 06 -06 27 3.7!NI

34 05 67 . 10 02 14 3.5OPOM

16 -05 58 11 46 01 3.9

01 14 58 2O 48 18 5. 0

12 25 21 25 18 43 5.5..071

-01 28 10 34 22 41 6.1

-07 15 23 24 47 21 5.0

26 -05 01 -05 40 22 4.4

65 06 02 12 03 20 3..4

08. 07 16 -08 00 46 3.95

58 -07 "18. 07 13 18 3.5

58 21 25 01 -11 -14 2.6

50 23 17 -02 19 02 . 2.8

07. 08 01 05 38 -0-6 3.5

13 14 06 73 13 -06 4.2

10 20 16 70 04 06 4.5

09 80 66 14 04 13 4.9

00 14 23 20 -26 3.2

43 -02 39 16 13 01 3.6

11 73 00 24 14 12 5.1

death announcements,
birthdays .qc

The fir st factor in Table 6 is composed of those cat egories

which with h few exceptions have t he lowest mean values: In general

t he respondents do not read them very much. Thus the emergence of

tgis factor may not be interpreted in terms of common inter est but

in terms of common non - interest in reading this kind of mat erial.

The -,i is, however , some conceptual corres.Pond ence bet ween these

categories, because the most of them deal with h spec ial matt ers. So

tnis is called the factor of spec ial matters. Theose cat egories were

not considered very instrumental by, the judges. 46
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-1"44e..The second factor is compose,d, of categories dealing with religious.
interests. Hence it is called the factor of relikious interests.
These categories were 'in general among the most expressive in
rankings of the judges. In the third factor the most highly loaded
categories are editorials, political feuilletons and other material'
on the editorial page. Besides these categories those of foreign
and national news. and interpretive writings also have quite high
loadings in it. It thus represents the reading of 'heavy' material.
These 'five categories were considered most instrumental by the
'judges.

The -fourth factor is composed off advertisement categories and

it is theiefore called the factor of advertisements. Of these the
category of advertisements proper Was held rather .instrumental by
the judges while that of other announcements was, not. The fifth
factor is the most problematic of all these factors. On the one

hand it is composed of categories .which in Schrammian terms belong
to, immediate reward content (news of crime and accident, sports
news and comic strips),but the general categories of foreign and
national news also gain relatively high loadings*in.it.

Perhaps the oading ,of the latter categories in this factor is
caused by thos- dents who read foreign and national news of
crime, accident"a sports, while their loading in the third factor
is caused by.tho e respondents who read foreign and national news

having a more serous content. This interpretation seems quite
plausible, becaus= foreign and national news are not subject matter
but formal categorie Thus this fifth factor can be called the
factor of 'light' matters. News of crime and accident, sports ,news

and comic strips were among those categories considered most ex-

pressive by the judges.
47



The sixth factor is composed of categories of regional a.nd local

events. Also the reading of agricultural matters gains a relatively

sigh 1 oa...-1 in-; in it . This ?actor represents interest in local events

and it is therefore called the factor of local events. These three

categories were regarded by, the..-judges as more instrumental than

expressive.

Now to what 'extent could these six content factors be de-scribed

in terms of orientation, diversion. and. practical .utility? If we

use the Schrammian framework as the %deo isive criterion, then the

factor of 'heavy' matters would correspond most closely to the

concept of orientation and the factor of 'light' matters to that

of diversion. The factor of advertisements would correspond most

closely to the' concept of practical utility. Also the content. of

special matters and religioud interests may have some value with

regard to practical utility, at least for those people who for

instance participate in Organizational or congregational activities.

The content dealing with local events may have 'importance with regard

both to orientation and to practical utility.

On the basis of this conceptual analysis we can assume that the

dimension of orientation grat ificat ions should correlate most' highly

with reading of those content categories loaded in the factor of

'heavy ',matfers. The dimension of diversion gratifications should

correlate most highly with reading of those content categories

loaded in the factor of 'light matt er s While that of utility

gratification should correlate most highly with reading of adver-

t52:rent citegories. 48.
In order to: cxplore these assumptions we formed three sum-scales

measuring the three dimensions of gratifications associated with

the. us.? of local newspaper. The scale of orientation gratifications

was composed, of the statemen..s "to gather information on the back-
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gi,ound of different' events" and "to keep me up with the times";

the scale of diversion gratifications was composed of the statements

"to briig some excitement into my life" and "to prevent feelinge

of being alone*" and the scale of utility gratifications of state-

ments "to get help in solving .problems" and "to gather information

on new products". This la gt decision is perhaps slightly question-
oit

able, because the latter statement loaded slightly higher in the

orientation than in the utility factor..

Similar scales were also formed with respect to the content

categories. Six of them were formed directly on the basis of the

factors presented in Table 6. The Seventh was composed of foreign

and national news, because these loaded quite highly in two different

factors. The items of these content scales were the following:

- The scale of special matters was composed of organizational
and military affairs.

- The* scale of religious interests was composed of congregational
affairsand death announcements, birthdays etc.

- The scale heavy' matters was composed of editorials and
political letons and other articles on editorial page.

- The scale of vertisements was composed of advertisements
and other announcements.

- The scale of 'light' matters was composed' of news of crime-and
accident and sports news.

- The cale on local events was composed of regional and local
event s.

- The scale of general news was composed of foreign and national
news. IP

After the formation of these scales the correlations between the

gratification and content scales were computed. They are presented

in Table 7. The correlattons between the gratifidation scales and

content cetegories taken individually are presented in Appendix 1,

Table 2. - All of the correlations in Table 7 are positive and 49
almost all of them are statistically significant at least at the
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-
Table 7. Correlations between gratification and content scales

with regard to local newspapet (N = 303).

gratification scales
orienta- diver-.
tion utility sioncontent scales

the scale of 'heavy' matters .40 .27 .21

the scale of general news .42 IP ,, 3 147 .18

the scale of local events \ .20 .16 ,09,

the scale of advertisements
\
.\23 .20 .06

. \
the scale of special matters .2g, .24 .21

.the scale of religious interests .27\ .18 .16

the scale of 'light ' matters .23 \ . .20 .23

level of 5 per cent. There is then a clear relationship between the

appreciation of the paper in terms of various

cont ent consumpt ion from it .

poses and the

Let us then consider, the correlations of the gratification

scales to the content scales of 'heavy' matters, general news and-

local events, -which were thought best suited for gratifying the

orientation purposes. The scale of orientation gratifications.

correlates clearly more strongly with the reading of 'heavy' matters

and general news than those of utility and diversion gratificationi,

thus supporting our assumption. On the other hand, the correlations

of orientation and util.,:ity 'scales do not differ from each °thin"

very much with respect to the scale of local events. It was also

assumed that content dealing with local events may gratify both

or ientat ion d utility purposes.

With gard to utility gratifications we expected that especially

advert i ik ing content but also spec ial matter s and religious interest s

would be best suited for gratifying utility purposes. The results

- show, how'ever,.that the scale of orientation gAtifications correr-

lates somewhat higher with reading of these materials that that of

utility gratifications. This does not support our assumption, 50
-although the differences betKeen these correlations are rather small.
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With respect to the reading of 'light' matters thoughtto be best
suited for gratifying the diversion purposes we observe that the
gratification scales have almost identical correlations with the
content scale of 'light' matters. Again olar assumption is not
supported, although it should be noted that the scale of diversion
grAtificatkons has its highest correlation precisely with reading
of this material,

In general the results in Table 7 do not give much. support to
the conception that the type of content consumed from the newspaper
corresponds to the type of gratifications associated with its use.

4

The only result pointing clearly in this direction is the rather
high dependence between orientat ton gratifications ascribed to the
paper and reading of 'heavy' and general news matters from it.

3.2. Relationships between gratification dimensions and content
choices with respect to electronic media

In order to measure the content consumption from electronic
media we selected the foil wing procedure. The respondents were
presented with a list consisting of different serial programmes
presented at that time in television and radio. They had to rate
with a seven-point scale how regularly they had exposed themselves
to these programmes 1. This procedure was thus somewhat different

from that used with respect to the local newspaper.
The programmes were selected to represent differen gramme

categories or types: namely the category of news and current affairs,
that of general information and that of entertainment. For radio
an advisory programme was also included. As in the previous section
we Will here too first explore whether these programmes form empir-

Regarding the newscasts tiey had to indicate, however, to how many
of these they exposed themselvts daily fat that time there were
three daily newscasts on television and fifteen on the radio).
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Table 8. Dimensions of programmes with respect to television.
Varimax-rotation with 3 faCtors, Mean values of programme..
(m, N = 244).

programmes

factors

I. Ii III m

newscasts 11 40 16 1.4

Wednesday (type: current affairs) 31 32 08 3.8

Adventures of the Tammela Family (a Finnish
serial film, type: entertainment) 01 38 -03 5.6

The Untouchables (a serial film, type: 4---\

entertainment) 26 -06 54 4.1

Mosaic (type: general information) 69 11 16 1.8

At the Watershed (type: general information) 66 08 26 2.0,

The Danny Kaye -Show (type: entertainment) 11 19 54 3.5

ical clusters which could be interpreted in terms of these categories

or in terms of orientation, diversion and practical. utility.

The factor analysis of television programmes yielded three

factors, which were all subnfitted to varimax-rotation. These three

factors explained 33 per cent of total variance. Of this common

variance the first factor explained 69 per cent, the second 16 and

the third 15 per cent. So the exposure to television programmes

seems to have a ratiher cumulative pattern. The results of varimax-

rotation are presented in Table 8. This table also contains the

mean values of. programmes. The higher is the mean of a programme,

the more regularly it has been watched.

The factors are quite self-evident*. The first of them is composed

of the two programmes containing g.eneral information. In general

these programmes have been watched very little, which perhaps

accounts for the emergence of this factor. The second factor is

composed of news and current affairs programme besides which

also the einnish serial film gains a considerable loading. The

third factor is composed of entertainment programmes of foreign

m=liorigin. The programmes in he second and third factor have been

52
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Table 9. Dimensions of programmes with respect to radio. Varimax-**
rotation with 3 factors. Mean values of programmes (in,
N = 296).

programmes

factors

I II III

Newscasts 18 14 53

The Mirror of the Day (type: current affairs) 30 01 53

Eight at the Top (a light music programme,
type: entertainment) 00 71 02

Double or Quits (a quiz programme, type:
ent erta inment ) 48 28 32

A Day in World Politics (type: general
information of current affairs) 76 -01 21

Arena Debate (a discussion programme, type:
general information of current affairs) 72 05 31

A Present in Melodies (a light music programme,
type: entertainment ) 13 62 43

Letter-Box for Social Problems (an advisory
programme, type: general information) . 33 25 54

m

2.8

3.2

2.7

4.1

2.7

2.7

4.2

3.2

watched far more regularly than those in the first factor (note that

the mean of news means how many of the three daily transmissions,

the respondents have on the average watched).

The factor analysis of radio programmes also yielded three

factors which were all submitted to varimax-rotation. They explained

49 per cent of total variance. Of this common variance the first

factor explained 69 per cent, the second 23 and the third 8 per

cent. Thus the exposure to radio programmes, too, has a rather

cumulative pattern;-The results of varimax-rotation are presented

in Table whic.h also contains the mean values of programmes. High

means to respond to high exposure and vice versa.

..Also these factors are quite self-evident. The first of them is

composed mainly of those 'rogrammes containing general information

of current affairs, although the quiz programme' has also its highest

loading in this factor. Despite this there is a clear correspondence

re)au between this and the first 'actor of television programmes. The

second factor is composed of the two music programmes, having thus
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an entertaining character. The most crucial programmes in the

third factor are news and current affairs. Besides these t,wo also

the advisory programme gains its highest loading in this factor.

Despite this the general nature of this factor corresponds to

that of the news and current affairs factor of television programmes.

These three factors, which are basically the same for television

and radio programmes, are easily interpreted in terms of the programme

types or categories presented above. So the existence of such types

has gained empirical support. It is rather surprising that the

factors are in such close agreement with these programme types.

It has namely been observed in some previous studies, based on data

collected in diaries people have kept of programmes they have watched.

or listened to, that the programmed form factors not on the basis

of their content types but on the basis of their transmission times

(see for instance Nurminen 1969; cf. also Nordenstreng 1969a, 257 ).-

On the other hand, a factor analys.is based on familiarity ratings

of several serial television programmes yielded factors which were

determined on the basis of programme types ( Nurminen 1969, 13-16).

Familiarity with a programme meant that tt;t: respondent had seen it

at least once, but in many cases evidently more than "once. In a way

the measurement of famrity resembles our measurement of program-
,

me consumption. The factors obtained were the following: a factor/
of 'popular programmes' consisting chiefly of Finnish entertainment

programmes; a factor of foreign serials, mostly thrillers; a factor

of children's programmes and a factor of factual programmes consis-.

t ing mostly of current events.

These factors do not agree vary closely with ours. Only the basic

differentation into entertainment and factual or informative is

the same. It may he that the emergence of add it ional dimensions

besides these two in studio is more apparent than real, depending

on what kind-of programmes have been included in them. 5
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Another question is whether the factors obtained here can be;
interpreted in terats of orientation, diversion and practical

util-ety. The most problematic thing here is that our study, with

one exception,'did not contain programmes having "objective'

importance with respect to practical utility. Therefore none of

the factors obtained can be interpreted in terms of it,. On the

other hand, the factors composed of entertainment programmes

correspond semantically to the concept of diversion, while the

two factors composed of general information programmes and news

and current affairs programmes correspond to he concept of

or ientat ion.

On the basis of this we assume that the dimension of orienta-

tion gratifications correlates most strongly with consumption of

programmes loaded in factors of general- iaformat ion and news and

current affairs. We assume f*u her that the dimension of diversion
Et

gratifications correlates mos strongly %nth consioeption of pro-

grammes loaded in factors of entertainment whine /he dimension
1...

of utility gratifications correlates poorly with consumption of

all programmes except the advis on the radio.

In order to explore these as umptions we formed both for tele-

vision and for radii) the same three gratification scales drawn up
..

previously for the local newspaper. The purpose-statements on %I/Lich

these scales were based were exactly the same. Also programme scales

corresponding to the content scales of the local newspaper ere

formed on the basis of factors in TableS 8 and 9. These scale-la and

their items for television and radio were the following,:

The scale of news and current affairs was composed for tele-
vision of newscasts and "Wednesday", and for radio of news-
casts'and "The Mirror of the Day".

5;3
- The scale of general information was composed for television
of "Mosaic" and "At the Watershed", and for radio of "A Day
in World Pol it ic s" and "Arena Debate".
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- The "scale of entertainment was composed for television of
, "The Untouchables" and "The Danny Kaye -Show", and for radioof "Eight ,at the Top" and "A Present in Melodies".
In addition to these scales the only advisory progjamme, "Let-

t er-Box for $ocial Problems", was taken individually. After the
formation of these scales the correlations between gratification
and programme scales were computed. They are presented in Table 10.
The correlations between gratification scales and programmes taken
individually are presented in appendix 1 Table 3. - The correlations
in Table 10 arl, again mostly positive, indicating that there is a

4relationship between the appreciation of television and radio in
t erms of various .purpoes and content consumption from them. This
holds true especially clearly with respect to radio.

Let us then consider the relationships between gratification
and programme scales more closely. We first observe that the scale
of orientation gratifications correlates more markedly with the
scale of news and current affairs programmes than the other grati-

- fication scales. This is in acdordance with our assumption. It
should be noted, however, th4t with regard to radio the scales of
utility and diversion gratifications also have statistically signi-
ficant positive correlations with it.

Regarding the scale of general information programmes we see

that the scale of utility gratifications has almost equally strong
correlations with it as that of orientation gratifications. With
respect to radio the former correlation is even stronger than the
latter. If we in addition to this take into account that the scale
of diversion`gratifications also correlated positively with consump-
t ion of general information programmes, we must admit that this
result dclits not give much support to our assumption. 56

With respect to the scale of entertainment programmes the results
are clearly contrary to our assumption. The scales oflorientation

;
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Table 10. Correlations between gratification and programme scaleswith respect to electronic media (N = 244 for televisionand 296 for -radio).
grat if icat ion scales
orienta- diver-

sion
-.06
.12

, .08

.24

.24

.22

.22

television programme scales t ion utility
scale of news and current affairs .22 -.04
scale of general information .24 .21
scale of en ertainment .23 .11
radio grogram e scales
scale of news and current affairs .42 .34
scale of general information .32 .37
scale of entertainment .28 .32
advisory programme .34 .35

and utility gratifications correlate better with it than that of
diversion gratifications. Regarding the advisory programme we see
that the scales of orientation and utility gratification.s correlate
equally well with it. Thus not even this result confirms our as-

/sumption very :T1 ty1/
Thus our conception that the types of programmes consumed from

electronic media would be found to correspond to the types of
gratifications associated with their use gains more supp-Ort only
with regard to consumption of news and current affairs programmes.
This result is rather similar to that obtained for the local nens-
paper in Table 7. The most surprising result in Table 10 is that
the consumption of entertainment content from electronic media is
related more closely -to theik use for 'serious' purposes of orien-
tation and utility than to their use for 'light' purposes of diver-
sion.

3.3. Conclusions

In this section we have examined whether the use of a given
medium for given purposes is related to consumption of such content
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which in 'objective' terms would be best suited for gratifying the

purposes in question. Our point of departure was that if such re-

lationships could be established empirically ther'e would be at

least some correspondence between types of content actually consumed

and types of gratifications ascribed to the use of media:.

Regarding content consumption from'local newspaper and electronic

media it was .found that the different content items formed clusters

or factors which could in. broad lines be interpreted in terms.of-

oriemtation,tdiversiOn and practical utility. The last concept was,

however, almost _unserviceable with respect to the content clusters

of electronic media, because with one exception we did not 'ask the

consumption of programmes having in 'objec'tive' terms some value

for utility purposes.

Factors composed of 'heavy' matters and general. and local news

in the case of local newspaper, and of news, current affairs and

general information in the case of electronic media were interpreted

to represent that content 'best suited to gratify purposes of orien-
t-"

tatfon. Factors composed of 'light' matters in the case of local

newspaper and of entertainment programmes in the case of electronic

media were interpreted to represent that content best suited to

gratify purposes of diversion. Finally, with respect to the local
4

newspaper, factors consisting of advertisements, ecial matters

and religious interests were interpreted to repres nt that content

best suited for purposes of utility.

On the basis of these content clusters we formed severati content

scales in order to be able to analyKe the, relationships subjected

to study. It should be nsted that the formation of content scales

was not arbitrary, because they were based on the content clusters

obtained. On the other hand the interpretation, of the4e clusters

was as usual subjective, because it was based on subjective coicep-

tions as to the 'common denominator' with regard to each cluster.
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The most crucial result was that our assumptions gained more

support only with respect to consumption of 'heavy' matters and

general news and of news and current affairs, programmes in the

case of local newspaper and of ,electronic media, respectively.

In other words, more the media were used for -purposes of

orientations the more that kind of content was consumed from them.

Other gratification scales were to a far lesser extent related to

consumption of that kind of content.

On the other hand, with respect to consumption of other types

of content similar results were not obtained. For instance in the

case of 'light I matters and entertainment programmes we found that

their consumption was related equally or even more markedly, to the

use of media for purposes of orientation and utility than to their

use for purposes of diversion. Likewise the consumption of content

of advertisements,aspecial matters and religious interests was

related more to the use of the local newspaper for orientation

than for utility purposes.

Augedal (1973, 5-8) presents some results which elucidate this

same problem. He found that people who used electronic media more

for information than for other reasons did not prefer or consume

more information programmes than those people using them more for

other than information reasons. As a matter .of fact the tendency

was slightly in the opposite direction. With respect to newspapers

he found, however, that people using them for information reasons

actually exposed themselves more often to information content than

people using them for other reasons. 59
On the other hand he found that people using for instance radio

more for other than infbrmation reasons preferred somewhat more

entertainment programmes than those using it more for information

than other reasons. Unfortunately his report does not contain re-
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sults concerning the consumption of entertainment content from

other media. These pieces of information show, however, that there

is a conflict between Augedal's results and ours. The only consist-

ent finding is that t he use of newspaper for information or orienta-

tion purposes is related to consumptiOn of that kind of content.

There are, however, some differences i measuring procedures

which might account for the differences between results. But if

this is not the case the differences are very hard to explain.

Perhaps they would reveal, then, that this kind of approach does

not. produce valid results in uses and ,grat ifications studies.

Our chief objective in this section was to gather evidence for

evaluation whether or not the responses to purpose-statements

reveal in a truthful way the extent to which the use of mass media

gratifies different purposes. Let us now consider the results

from this point of view. We will do this separately with respect

to each of the gratification dimensions, beginning with that of

diversion grat ificat ions.

Regarding this dimension we found that although it was related

to consumption of 'light' entertainment content, other dimensions

had equal or even stronger correlations with consumption of such

conte . This may indicate that responses to statements of diversion

purpose are invalid; that is, that they are determined not by

real gra ifications obtained from media but by cultural pressures,

common u ages etc. 60
A s htly different interpretation would be that, as the re-

sults o Lundberg and Hultgn (1968, 101-1 07) show, gratifications

for pur "'es of diversion are sought not only from the mass media but

also m re extensively from other sources. Therefore it may be that

diversion statements are to some extent or to some people inadequate

with respect to the mass media. In other words, people in general
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or some of them may not be able to rate accurately their mass

media use in terms of diversion purposes. Therefore they may for
instance have relied on general conceptions prevailing in culture.

In these cases the purpose-statements would be invalid or at
least unreliable. But there are reasons on the basis of which we
can at least understand if not exiegIn why the result did not agree
with our assumption, although as such it may be both reliable and
valid. For instance regarding the use of electronic media it hass
been found that content selection from them is largely time - hound.

ItVepends mostly on whether one has time for it, and to a f
lesser extent on the types of programmes which are on the air
that time (cf. Nurminen 1969). Thus the of use asked h
may not necessarily affect content consumption, although they
in a truthful way reflect the gratifications mostly obtained from

4 it.
There are at least two objections to this interpretation. Firstly

we measured content consumption in a rather general way, in order
to eliminate the effects of the time-bound nature of use on the
results. And it succeeded, because otherwise it would be hard to
understand why the factor analysis of programmes yielded factors
which could be interpreted in terms of programme types. The second

objection is that the result was similar with respect to the news-
paper as with respect to electronic media, although the use of
newspapers is not similarly time bound. 61

Regarding the electronic media another interpretation would be

that they transmit more entertainment than informat-ion programmes

or at least more serial programmes of the former than of the latter
kind. it is rather easy to come into contact with entertainment
rogr mes while the selection of information programmes perhaps

requires more interest in such content. This point of view could
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also interpret why our assumption gained support regarding the

relat ionship between" orientation .gratif icat ions and informat ion

programmes but not regarding the other relat ionships.

Also this interpretation can be objected to. That is to say,

why in the case of the newspaper which contains far more informa-

tion than entertainment content, was the result nevertheless

similar to the case of electronic media. Thus also this inter-

pretation sounds rather inplausible.

-When drawing previous conclusions we presented two additional

possible int erpretat ions. Ore of them was that function-images may

have been determined by the most important content, which is,

however, not necessarily the same as the most consumdd content.

The other was that a given type of content may gratify not only

a given type but practically any type of purpose, which would then

account for the fact that not only diversion but also other grati-

fications are relat ed to consumption of entertainment content.

On the basis of our results we cannot object to these inter-

pretations. So all we can say thus far is either that the purpose -

statements reflecting diversion gratifications are invalid and/or

unreliable with regard to real gratifications obtained from media ,

or that they are reliable and valid and that the result considered

here is caused by elements in one or the other of the two last

int erpretat ions.
62

Regarding the dimension of utility grat ificat ions we found that

besides it the dimension of orientation gratifications correlated

equally well or better with consumption of content thought to be

best suited for gratifying purposes of pract kcal utility. Because

this result is only to some degr ee consistent with our a ssumpt ion,

it again requires some interpretation. Here we cannot utilize all

viewpoints presented above, because statements reflecting utility
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purposes are apparently tied to cultural prejudices to a lesser

extent than those reflecting the other kinds of purpose.

It may be that the nature of utility gratificatioess differs from

ttiat of the other gratifications. That is to say, if we start with

the asstmpt ion that there are needs behind gratifications, we can

distinguish between two typ4yof needs; psychological needs and

needs which are caused by circumstantial determiiiirsts. The former

could be characterized as permanent and short-circuit while the

latter are more situational. On the basis of this division purpo-

ses of utility would fall in the latter category while those of

orientation and diversion would be closer tied with psychological

needs.

By this interpretation we mean that people have very likely

rated the media along the utility statements on the basis of their

advance experiences. On the other hand, if at this time they have

no practical problem or other dilemma to be solved, they would have

no need to seek advisory or other similar content. This is one

possible means of explaining why the purposes of utility are not

very strongly related to consumption of corresponding content.

If this interpretation holds true, then there is no need to suspect

that responses to utility statements are disturbed.

There is, however, at least one other possible interpretation.

As Lundber an HultSn (1968, 101-107) found, advice for everyday

problems is sought from other sources to a somewhat greater extent

than froA mass media. Therefore also the utility statements may

be to some extent or to some pr,)ple inadequa.te with respect to

mass media. In this case the results would be somewhat unreliable

63and, therefore, also to some extent invalid.

Regarding the dimension of orientation gratifications we found,

as we assumed, that it was related to consumption of corresponding
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content clear.,y more closely than the other diiensions. But does

this result indicate that the responses to statements reflecting

orientation purposes in a. truthful way reveal the extent to which

these purposes are Brat if d by mass med ia . Of course not necessar-

ily.

We emphasized above that subcultural differences may have affect-

ed the emergence of gratification factors. Also the dependencies

between orientation gratifications and consumption of information

content may have been produced by such subcultural differences in

a similar way. That is, if orientation gratifications and corre-

sponding content are in some subculture held in higher esteem than

in some other, then this phenomenon may account for their relation-

ship.

If this is the case we are left with the same dilemma as before.

That is to say, either the dependencies reflect relationships be-

tween real conceptions and real behavior or they reflect merely

apparent conceptions, which are tied together by subcultural stand-

ards or norms. In the latter case the responses both to purpose-

stet ement s and to consumption quest ions would be culturally d et er-

mined , having no correspondence to real gratifications and real

consumption behaviour. Unfortunately we have no means in this re-

port of solving this dilemma. In the next section we will, however,

explore the relations of subcultural differences to gratification

t dimensions and content consumpt ion.

G4
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4. EDUCATION, DIMENSIONS OF GRATIFICATIONS AND.CONTENT CHOICES

As for instance Schneider and Lysgaard (1953) have summarized,

numerous investigations have shown that in many areas of life be-

haviour patterns and general life values of people belonging to

lower social. strata differ from those of higher strata people so

much that we can speak about different styles of Mlife1. The life

style of lower strata *eople is characterized by effort for im-

mediate rewards while in that of higher strata people the deferred

or delayed gratification pattern is more manifest.

Attempts have been made to interpret this difference 1115r instance

on the basis of differences between occupations peculiar to lower

and higher strata (Kohn 1963, 1475-476), or on the basis of differ-

ent life chances in the strata (for instance Dembo 1972). This lat-

ter interpretation means that to postpone pleasure for a time it is

necessary to be certain that ultimate reward will come and will be

worth waiting for. If this seems improbabile, as it does in lower

strata, people will take what they can while they are of havin

it.

It is natural to expect that such differences in life styles wil

also appear in conceptions concerning mass media and in their use.

If we tie in these above points of view with the Schrammian frame-

work presented previbously, we can assume that people belonging to

lower strata are more apt to associate diversion gratifications wit

their mass media use while people belonging to higher strata are

more apt to ascribe orientation gratifications to it. Similarly we

1 In Finland Blom (1967) has summarized several later invest igat ions
from different countries which in general support this point of

view.



can assume that the, former expose themselves more often to enter-

tainment content while the latter expose themselves more often

to information content.

If this is the case, however we meet' the same dilemma mentioned

in the previous pages. That is, such results may reflect real dif-

ferenc-es between mass media conceptions and use of these people or

they may reflect only that these people valuate purpose-statements

and media content differently, on the basis of the norms or modes

of conduct peculiar to their subculture. If the assumed differences

are found, they, would, in the latter case, be only differences in

reactions to the verbal stimuli in the questions. Perhaps, then,

there would be no real differences in gratifications obtained or

content consumption between the different social strata.

As we said previously, we have in this report no means of solving

Vis problem. Therefore it would be more interesting if our assump-

t ionswere not supported. If for instance people belonging to higher

strata consider statements reflecting diversion purposes as less

important reasons for their mass media use than lower strata people,

while they actually consume quail}, much or even more entertainment

content than the lattPr, therithere would be a clear conflict be-

twecn grata icauions ascribed to the media and their use. Such kind

of conflict could indicate that the react ions either to purpose-

statements or to content questions are not 'real' but determined

by subcultural norms. There are, of course, also other possibili-

ties for interpreting such a result.

Thus far we have spoken rather loosely about different strata or

subcultutes. Here the level of formal or basic education will be

used as their indicator. While this decision can be objected to, it

. can also be vindicated. Firstly, the correlations between various

'objective' indicators - occu,ational status, level of income,

66
. .



level of education etc. - have in general been found to be quite
high. Secondly, of the different possible indicators education may

be the most important partiAularly with respect to conceptions of
and behaviour in the intellectual area of life.

Our point of departure is, when using education as indicator of
social stratification, that,the differences in life styles are not
only qualitative but that they. can be described in quantitative
terms, too. By this we mean that the deferred gratification pattern
should be the more and the immediate gratification pattern the less
pronounced the higher the level of education. Accordingly we assume
that with a growing level of education the importance of orientation

$.gratifications and the use of information content increases while
the importance of diversion grat ificat iQns and the use of ent erta in-
ment content de.crease`4'. Regarding the utility gratifications and
the use ,of correspond ing content no assumpt ion will be made.

Relat ions of education to gratification dimensions and to
content. Ao is es

tje

A cording to the above reasoning we are here interested to see
wh. her the importance of different gratiflications and the consum-p-
t ion of different content grows or diminishes in the assumed way
wi.:.h growing or decreasing level of education. rn order to explore
this we computed first correlatiods between education and gratifi-
cation scales with respect to mass media use in general and to use
of each medium particularly. Gratification scales were the same as
us.,d previously. Th.:s.2 c-,rrelit ions lre shown in Table 11.
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11./ Correlat ions bet ween educat ion and grat if iCat ion scales
with h respect to med is in general and to each med ium in
part icular ( G = media in general, LN = Local newspaper,

= other newspa per s, TV television 3nd RD = radio ).
media

the scale of !1-G TV RD

-;:ri-t,>t ion grat if icat ions .04 .21 .25 .12 "go .03

Lity ;rat if icat ions -.19 -.23 -.06 -.18 -.20
diversion trot if icit ions -.09 -.20 -.07 .14 -.06

(303) ( 303) (141) ( 244) (296)(h )

B

we also computed t he me.3r. V.IltieS of these sciples in t hree edu.-

cat ional groups to i.scert a in that the relationships being, subjected.
to invest i3 iott, were linear. With few except ions they were found
to be so. The couple of except ions took plaCe in cases where also

the c rrelAt ions were low. They were not , however, very interest ing

from t he point of view of our problem here.
r i4 .

The correlat ichs in I3hie it show that wit r: the ,except ion of the

local newspaper t he irnporta e of or ientat ion grat if icat iCrs grows

with h increasing level pf educ...3t although t he coi-relat io s in

t cases of med ia in general and radio insig ni f ic 3 r.t Jn t he

other hind t he import ance diversion r a t if ioat ions 1 iminidhes

with increasing lev.:1 of educit ion with h respect to 311 .med i3 . These

ocrrelat ions, h:,;swk.:v,,r, are si.g. if ic:int only with h respect to local

newspaper i nd tele./ Thus these result s h3v in 1-it.'01d outline

supported our 3 ssumpt ions, alt hough tne depend ene ies ire it. general

,uit. lcw and Mary of t hem st it ist icIlly insignificant. observe

t th. import 3nce of utility grat if ic3t ions decreases
w:t h e,row ire.; level of educ at ion. These correlat ions ire .st it ist

lily i nt. with h t ...xcet)t ion of other newspapers. 68.
£r, this context t is interest ing to see how educ 3t ion is nelat

o linersions of Brat if icat ions issoc ityl.;.d with library use

lnd with pang is ipat ion in educat ion. When educat ion in t he
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4,
w z s correlated with h the most cruc ial purpose-statements

.1.:.ff 'rent 'factors the following correlations were obtained. The

.ccrreiat ion of educat ion with t he statement having highest loading

nr it ion factor 4s -.10, with h that in the utility factor

arc' t t in the diversion factor -.13 (Tiiho nen 1972, 95 ).

ne of t,iese correlat ions is statist ically significant due to the

ow num of respondents.

the latter study the statements most highly loaded in the

fa--..-tors were scaled to represent these grat if icat ion

inensions. The correlation of education with the scale represent ing

or ient it ion grit if ica.t ions was .19, with the scale represent ing

t
ti1ity grit if leaf ions .12 and with the scale representing diversion

;rat if is 3t ion. -.15 ( Lehto nen and Tuomisto 1973, 178 ). All of these

stit ist ically significant owing to the large number of respond-,

f; , then, that with respect to different institutions educa-

1 e.tats ifforently to the gratification dimensions. The only

nsiste re salt is t hat with growing level of educat ion the im-

rJortar.c e of diversion ;ratifications diminishes. The importance of

ientat ion grit if icat ions grows with it in the cases -o.f mass media

.ase a I adult t_-duct ion part is ipat ion, but, not in the case of

3 7 use. )n the other hand , t he importance of utility grat if ica-

t ions grows with it in the cases of library use and adult education

7.,1 rt. is i at ion, but not in t hat o f mass media use..

r

-s these result s indicate that with growing level of educa-

vis -a -vis the different institutions becomes more

i At i ast t he result concerning utility gratifications

n -his d irect ion, because it sounds reasonable t hat ma ss

n t ;o vi.1 id in this respecp as the other institutions.

qt her, h Ind , it is sz-:Iewhat surprising that the lower educated
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-,,
rated library more important thaiir'the\41igher educated with respect
to oriyn1tation purposes. This result, however, may be due to chance
alone.

IRegp rding the mass media the most surprising result is that with
0

growing level of education local newspaper is rated lower with re-
spect to all gratification dimensions. This result, however, is
eAplained in that the appreciation of it in terms of different
purposes depends on how many and how large other newspapers are
read. The more and the larger pipers are read, the less important
the local 'newspaper seems to be. This reading of other newspapers,
sain, depends positively on the level of education.

1

As we have seen, the previous results supported our assumption
in broad outline. Let us next see how elucation is related to content,-
consumption from the media. In order to explore this we computed

the correlat icns of education with ,the content and programme scales

presented previously. These are presented in the figure-setting
below. The correlations of education with consumptio of content
categories and programmes taken individually are presetted in
AppendiA 1, Tables 2 and 3.

content scales of scale of 'heavy' matters -.19local newspaper scale of general news -.26
(N = 30.3) scale of local events -.09

scale of advert isement s -.14
scale of special matters .12
scale of religious interest s -.06
scale o f 'light' matt ers -.22

programme scales of scale of news and current affairs .15
television (N= 244) scale pf general' information .08

scale of entertainment .18
programme scales of scale of news and current affairs -.06
radio (N=2,96) scale of general informat ion -.01

sc ale of ent erta inment -.15 ,
advisory programme -.07 /U

Regard ing tsthe cont ent scales of local newspaper we see' that with
the exception of the scale of special matters the reading of all
the other content diminisht as level of education grows. This de-

l



pends on the same thing as t he negat ive correlat ions between edu-

cat ion and importance of all dimensions of gratifications associ-

ated with its use, which was commented on above. So we will pass

by this result without any further comments.

Although t he correlat ions between education and programme scales

of electronic media are pretty small, they are nevertheless a little

surprising. According to them education is related, not to consump-

t ion of certain types of programmes as we assumed, but to consump-

tion of programmes of a given medium. That is to say, the higher

the level of education, the more television and the fewer radio

programmes are consumed.

This findinr, is rather curious, because it is generally believed

that with increasing formal education time spent on both electronic

media diminishes. However, results obtained regarding this question

hive been conflicting, alt least in Finland. When it has been asked

in usual surveys, the results have consistently been in line with

this belief (see for instance Nordtnstreng 1968 or 1969a). On the

other hand, when it has been measured on the basis of records people

have kept of programmes they have exposed themselves to, it has been

observed that this belief holds true only concerning radio listen-

ing. The time spent with television does not vary with regard to

educational ev el in any noticeable degree.

This conflict between the results ip rather interesting, because

it indicates that people with high education have obvious difficul-

t ies when answering questions concerning their television use in

surveys. It is very likely that these difficulties depend on cull. ur -

norms prova ii ins; in higher soc jai strata, accord ing to which

t clvv ision watching does not to e a very ,"respectable" act iv-

ity . 51n1 AM bivalence his been described for instince by

,iner (1963). Th.. :-)oint- of view mak.e the above result more

und st nd a bl . 7 1
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'1-Lomparin,T now the results obtained regarding the relations of

educ:::c ;_on to ,grat ..ficat ion dimensions and to programme consumption

Nc observe that these-are in general in the assumed directiOn. The

most clear exception to this tendency is that although the impor-

':ance of diversion grat- ifications with respect to television-use

diminishes with growing level cf education, the consumption of en-

tertainment programmes increases with it. This may indicate that

there is a conflict between norms of higher social strata and ac-

tual media behaviour of people belonging to these strata.

There are, it is trut, other possibilities for interpreting this

result. For instance people with higher education may be more able

to reco -nitze the programmes asked and to remember to what extent

they h3ve exposed themselves to them. This interpretation does not

sound very plausible, however, because similar results should have

been observed also with respect to radio programmes. Another inter-.

,..tat ion would be that people with higher education indeed expose

themselves more than people with h lower education to entertainment

programmes of foreign origin. This interpretation sounds more plau-

sible because the, correlation between education and exposure to the

Finnish entk:_rtainment programme ("The Adventures of the Tammela

ram ily" Table 3 in Apk nd ix 1) is negat ive.

Ferhar.,s, then, there is no diff, rence between different levels

f educat ion regard ing t he consumpt ion of entertainment programmes

whole., but a difference exist s bet ween the types of programmes

3r) t hat With growing level of education choices will more

,iv toward fore ign origin programmes. If t his

--: 2 s. , there then would remain some conflict bet weer grit if i-

zt rscri tql t C' iS /On by higher strata people and t heir

n. 2
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The most obvious result in this section is, however, that educa-

t ion or social position had no very intimate relations either to grat-

ification dimerr;i ns or to types of content consumed. Despite this

the relat ions between grat if icat ion dimensions and cont ent consump-

4.41.0 considered in the previous section may have been produced by

education, because in general it was related similarly to these

variables. We will examine this more closely in the next chapter.

4,2. Relationships between gratification dimensions and content

choices when education is held constant

The most sensitive procedure for exploring whether or not educa-

t ion has produced the dependencies between gratification dimensions

and content consumpti,,n is to compute the partial correlation between

the latter variables when education is held constant. These and their

d ifferences from the original correlations are presented i Table 12.

This table indicates that education had only a very insignificant

effect on the relationships subjected to investigation. The correla-

t ions do not weaken noticeably in any case when the effect of it is

cancelled out. Thus the differences between the different levels of

education or different social strata regarding the gratifications

ascribed to media use as well as regarding the types of content con-

sumed from them are, finally, very small.

4,3. Conclusions i3

Before we go over to comment on previous results we will present

some results of Kjellmor (1973) penetrating the same problem. As

will be remembered, his factor analysis regarding the gratifications

associated with use of television and radio yielded factors which

on the basis of his description resembled those obtained in this
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Table 12. 13,i -...orrelations between gratification and contentseal s of r-edia when education is held constant (their
c: _renc es from original correlat ions are given innthsis; 11=303 for local newspaper, 244 for televi

e..n.1 296 for radio).
gratification scalescontent -..caJes of local :.ew.baper orientation utility iver s

scale of 'heavy' matters .37 (-.03) .23 (-.04.) .18 (-.03)
scale of general news .38 (-.04) .30 (-.04) .14 (-.04)
scale of local events
scale of advert isenents
scale of special matters
scale of religious interests
scale of 'light' matters
programme scales of television
scale of news and curr. nt affairs
scale of general informat ion
scale of entertainment

programme Ical-La2112
scale of news and current affairs
scale of general informat ion
scale of entertainment
advisory programme

. 19 ( -.01 ) .15 ( 01 ) .08\( -.01)

. 20 (-.03) .18 (-.02) .03 -t-.03)

. 29 (+.03) .27 (+.03) .24 (+.03)

. 26 (-.01.) T.17 (-.01) .15 (-.0l)

. 19 (-.04) .16 {-.04) .19 (-.04)

. 20 (-.02) -.02 (+.03) -.03 (+.03)

. 23 (-.01) .23 (+.02) .13 1.+.1)

. 22 (-.01) .14 (+.03) .11 (+.03)

. 42 ( .00) .33 (-.01) .24 ( .00)

. 32 ( .00) .38 (+.01) .24 ( .00)

. 28 ( .00) .29 (-.03) .21 (-.01)
. 34 ( .00) .33 (-.02) .22 ( .00)

r

study.. When he correlated indices constructed on the basis of the
factors with social position, he obtained the following results.
With respect to television, the correlat ionoi social posit ion with
the index of "self-improvement" factor (orientation in our terms)
was .18, with h that of "social utility" factor (utility in our terms)
-.09 and with that of "freedom from responsibility and role obliga-
tions" factor (diversion in our terms) -.lb. With respect to radio
the correlations wer, .10, -.14 ani -.11 respect ively.

7 4
These results correspond quite well with ours, although tile

strenght of the torrelat5.ons varies somewhat. Further, the correla-
tions in both stuthies are rather low. Nevertheless they indicate

*that there are differences b,tween dif rent levels of education or



social posit ion as to what kinds of gratifications are ascribed to
the use of mass media. Th higher the level of education or social
posit ion, the more ilaport ant the or ientat.ion grat if icat ions and the

less important t he other ;ratifications are held as reasons for mass
m rlia us,.

However, accord ireY tc our r .salts such concept ions are not in
very clita followed by cot respond ing content consumpt ion. It seems

t hat cont ent censtenpt ion ie different soc ial strata depends more on

the medium through which t cont ent is transmitted than on the types
of it . People below-Ling to lower soc ial strata seem to consume more

than people in higher strata content of local newspaper and radio
while t he latt consume more television content and, prob bly, , also

content of other newspaper s. As we not ed before, this i a rat her

cur ious f frog l the point of view of t hose survey studies in-
d icat ing that with growing level of Qducat ion also t he time spent

with h t elevision sa iminishes.

In Kiellmor 's study the actual consumption of different ..types of
programmes was not considered. Instead of it Kjellmor considered

attitudinal programme type or ientat ion, which seems to denote appre-

c iat ion, not consumption, of different types of content. When, he

correlat ed ind ices formed to represent attitudinal or ientat ion to-
ward ent rrt,1 inn) ent and highbrow f ir.formation) cont ent with h ind ices

of r tt if ice, factors, k. fowl(' t:e.tt resnect to typt h -

tro nic media t index of the "'self- improvement'" factor correlated

with h a pprec iat ion of highbrow content and that of t he "freedom from

responsibility l:1,1 role obl igat ions" factor with h appr let ion of

ent ert 3 inmnt cont ent more strongly thin vice versa. He found further
that the nigher h,. r.c-c ia I posit ion t435, the more highbrow cont ent

And t he less entertaireT ent cont ent appreciated.

In a recent in ni sh sury f Saul i 1973) people were asked what

kind of issues should be t^eated more on radio and television for
the programmes to benefit t hem' in their ereryday life. Although the

75
1
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question was formed to bring out practical utility, t Ler were

also answers in which wishes for orientat ion informat ion and enter-

tainment matters were present. the answers were classified

according. to the types of knowlelgt wishel for , the f..,Ilowing

differences between less (only etcmentary school ) and highly (more

t han elementary school ) -ducated people were found.

Of t he less educated people 20 per cent wished for or ientat ion ,

informat ion, 1:8 per cent for informat ion valuatle from the point
1

o f view of practical utility and 18 per cunt for enterta inFent

matters. The figures among highly educated people were 48 per cent,

50 per cent and 214 cent , re',pect ively (t he sum of percentages

in t he latter group exceeds100, because several answers could be

classified in more than one gat egory ). We see, then, t hat highly

educated people have wished for all kinds of informat ion more than

less educated people, but that the difference between t hem is clear-

er only regarding informat ion for orientat ion.

On the basis of these results it seems that both social posit ion

and grat ificat ion dimensions have stronger r clot ions to apprec ia-

t ion of or wishes for J if fer-nt content than to actual consumption

o f it. Thus the differences between life styles of social strata

}seem to affect mor_. the d conceptionsnc ept ions and apprec iat ions

t han actual miss media consumption. From these points of view it

is important to introduce into tiie study variables concerning con-

tent valuation (cf. Lundberg and Hult 6n 1968, 56 -64). We have also

planned to look into this quest ion in subsequent reports.

Let us finally consider whit ot.r r sults in t his last sect ion

indicate concerning the quest ion of t he 'truthfulness' of the 7 6
responst.-;s to purpose-statement s. As we said before, most revealing

in this respect would have been if the grit if icat ions and content

consumption had been conflict ing wi-:h respect to different social
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strata. With few exceptions, however, such conflicts were not

found. The most interest ing of these except ions was that with
growing level of education the importance of diversion gratifi-
cat ions with respect to television diminished while the consump-

tion of entertainment content from it increased.
On the basis of this result and results in earlier sections it

seems that the statements reflecting purposes of diversion are
most questionable as far as their validity is concerned.- Concern-
ing the other gratification dimensions the results are on the whole
in agreement with assumptions. Perhaps the statements reflecting
these latter dimensions are thus more valid.
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5. SUMMARY AND FINAL CONCLUSIONS

In this report we investigated first, with the assistance of

three sets of empirical data, what kinds of gratification dimen-

sions lifferent purposes assoc iated with mass media and library

ust_ and part is ipat ion in adult educat ion form in people's minds.

Although the purpose-statements used as measur in2, instruments

formed a rather cumulative pattern vis4-vis. all the institutions.

being rat ed , t here were behind t his cumulat ive tendency some di-

mensions differing more or less from each other. Most interest

was that with one exception these dimensions were crucially the

same for the differ, nt inst it ut ions.

One of these dimensions reflected the use of t inst it ut ions

for purposes of oriertat ion, 'another their use for i)urposes of di-

version and t he third their use for _purPoses of pract a 1 utility.

The emergence of these dimensions is rather under st ihd a tie the

basis of the conceptions sOrn," thtori is and invest ig t have pre -

sent ed concerning t t ur .1 ni types of knowledge.

As Ti ho nen (1972, ) I s point z -:1 out, the scheme of Sc heeler

(192b) co ncernirri, the forms of k.nowl.s.h-,e (Wissensformen) already

has some correspondenc, to t im.:nsions. On the basis of this

La ni heer (195$, 1 9 - 3 0 ) r.as ist ing al shed between t hree different

types of book-reading, whicn are called ievot ional reading, culture

realine, and achievement read ing. Of the levot ional reading is

character izei by effort for sat isfact ion of or ientat ion purposes

while that or le hi.evement reading is c hat' icter ize..1 by effort for

sat isfact ion of utility purposes The relat ion of diversion purposes
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content serving J iv n and ut ility purposes. This expectation

was not confirmed entirly, beciu's content consumption in the

different stra;.a seemed to depend more on the medium through which'

the content is transmitted, than on th teipes of it. Despite this so

cial position was in general related similarly to types of content

consumed is to types of grat ifications. The most interesting eycep-

tion was that, with respect to television, the importance of diver-

sion gratifications dininished with growing level of education while

consumption of enterta inment content increased with it.

On the basis of these results it is rather difficult to decide

to what extent the responses to purpose - statements reflect `real'

grit ificat ions obtained from media and to what extent they are de-

termined by cultural prejudices, common usages or subcultural dif-

ferences. There are, however, some reasons to suspect that at least

responses to statements reflect ing diversion grat if ic at ions are not

very valid. In this respect the most revealing result is the follow-

ing. Of t h- diversion statements used in the study of !kiss media

use 0 rt;' ;43 S phrased is follows: ?to pass my leisure time". This was

considered is a rather unimportOrnt reason for mass media use - as

were also the ot:t,r diversion statements. In the study of library

use the same stirement was phrased a little differently, "to relax
.1\

or to pass my leisure time". In this study this statement was con-

sidered as the most important r*,,ison for the use. 80
One possible interpret at ier, for t hie confl act ing result is that

simply to piss one's time is not very legit imate in our

culture. rhat is to sly, it and ic at es idleness or inactivity, at

least in its Finnish formulation. ut is soon as the concept "to

relax" is Added to it, it sounds far more legitimate, because to

relax oneself is in t manner a necessity for life. If this is the case

it indicates that responses to various purpose-statements ,depend
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to a great extent on the verbal formulation of them. On the basis
of this it seems that before we can draw any further conclusions
as to the goal intensity of different purpose-st .tements or instru-
mentality of media in fulfilling them we should first examine the
social acceptability of these statements.

This res.k/arch has shown that there are a considerable number of
difficulties in uses and gratifications studies, at least if they

...-

are outlined in a similar manner as here.. These difficulties depend

mostly on the fact that there are numerous possibilities for inter-.

preting the results obtained. Thus, as things ar,e now, the uses and
gratifications studies would not seem very productive. In order to
establish firmer ground for conclusions, more effort is necessary
in refining the concept and theory of need. Also the measuring in-
struments and research methods inneral should be submitted to a

more detailed and critical scrutiny.

81



APPENDIX 1

Tatie I. in s.! aiues o purpose- statements with h regard to mass media
( !A' lccai newspaper, 9 = 303; 1)11 = other newspapers,
N = 241; TV = television, N = 244 and RD = radio, N = 296

se- -st at em t s med is
use LN /ON /TV /RU in order ) LN TV RD

to gat her inform -at ion on the back-
ground of different event s , 4.8 4.2
to keep Tri e up with h t he times 5 ?,11,4° 5.0 5. C. 4.
to gat her information on new product s 4 . 4.1 3.0
to get help in solving probl is 3.2 3.1 2.7 2.7
to something to talk a bout with h others 3.1, 3.2 3.7 3.

tit from d ily worr ies 2.9 2.7 . 5 3.7
exc item .:nt into my i if e 1.3 2.7 3.9 2.7

to prevent feelings of 2.8 2.5 3'.8 3.3
to pass leisure time 2.9 2.7 4.3 3,-
tc. enjoy reaJing, watching or listening . 3.7 5.

Table 2. Correlat ions of Brat if ic at ion scale.-.: and educat ion w it.h
reading of different cont ent from local newspaper ( OGS
scale of orientation gratifications, UGS = scale of urility
grit if icat ions, DGS = scale of diversion grit if icat ions,
EDUC = educ at ion! rl - 3o3 ).

cont ent categories
editorials and political feuilletons
other art icles on editorial page
foreign news
nat ion-al news
regional event s
local event
news o,f cr im and ace.% .=:.t

sport s news
orga nizat lanai affair
agricultural matt er
military affairs
culture and t he arts
column for adolescent s
comic strips
.advert isement
other announcement;
congregational affairs
shipping affairs
interpretive writings

A.' rf

S EDUC

-.15

.1. .

4 08

. i 4

. 4 7

, J 4

-

I. 3

.2)

. 3 .i2
- Q7

. i3 -.17
-.11

14

. -.
63

04 -

death announcement s, birthdays etc. .24 4, ii. .16 -.03



3. it icns of grit if icat ion scales and educat ion with
icn of television and radio programm (OGS = scale

of orientation !ratifications, UGS = scale of utility grat -if icat ions, DGS = scale of diversion
,lout ion; N = 244 for television and

tf.;:ev,sion progrimes
1::wscasts

e 3. 1 *1

A !vent ur t T 5 riei 3 riMily
:0. uchiLl

?

t '0t ?t
hy

Fre..10t in Melod ies
LLtt -Pox for... Soc lit Pro blems

gratifications,
296 for radio ).

OGS UGS DGS

EDUC =

EDUC

.18 .07 -.03 .11

.16 -.09 -.05 .12
.17 .15 .09 -.15
.18 .10 . 06 .12
.24 .15 .10 .09
.17 .21 .11 .06
.20 .07 07 .17

.35 .31 .25 -.05

.34 .25 .15 -.05

.11 .20 .12 -.11

.32 .41. .34 -.15
.28 .32 -.04
.29 .35 .21 .02
.35 .34 .25 -.1.5
.34 .35 .22 -.07
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